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CHAPTER 1 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 
1.1  The Thesis Topic 

 
From ancient to modern times, mankind has been awed, terrorized, and has paid religious homage 

to the apparition of a total eclipse of the Sun.  The white diffuse glow surrounding the Sun, 

known as the solar corona, gave the appearance of large wings and mystic forms.  

  
Initially, knowledge of the solar corona developed at a very slow rate, due to the rarity of 

solar eclipses.  The frequency of solar eclipses was approximately one every eighteen months.  

Widely scattered about the planet, sometimes inaccessible due to location, and with no guarantee 

of clear skies, an individual astronomer might accumulate less than seventy-five minutes of useful 

observing time in the course of one’s lifetime (Campbell 1907a: 1).  Astronomers needed to 

generate permanent records, in a very short time, so that they could carry out a later analysis.  The 

development of photography enabled them to do just that and in a more accurate way than 

drawing.  Up to the end of the nineteenth century, drawing and photography coexisted together, 

with photography finally replacing drawing by the start of the twentieth century.    

 
This thesis, will examine the photography and the investigation of the corona conducted by 

the Lick Observatory (LO) during a series of eclipse expeditions that began in the late nineteenth 

century and continued into the early twentieth century.  During this period, astronomers began to 

investigate the phenomena of the solar corona by means of new tools, of spectroscopy and 

photography, being brought into their observations.  This was a time during which astrophysics 

began to implant itself in observatories long dominated by descriptive astronomy, sometimes in a 

realm outside of the academic community.  In this same period, wars were fought, cars replaced 

animals for human transport, air flight crossing continents and oceans became a reality, and the 

American nation morphed from an agrarian economy into an industrial giant. 

 
In this study, I shall first and primarily focus on the efforts of the LO, through its use of the 

Schaeberle 40 Foot Camera during solar eclipse expeditions, to understand the physics of the 

solar corona, before the science of atomic astrophysics came to the Observatory in 1926 by the 

appointment of D.H. Menzel to the staff.  Three paradigm shifts in physics and coronal 
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astrophysics occurred during the LO expedition period and the thesis will show if and how the 

Lick Astronomers were intertwined in the obtaining of scientific information. 

  
There is no single compilation of the Lick Observatory solar eclipse expedition program and 

its place within the Observatory’s operations.  Likewise, there is no solitary source comparing the 

Observatory’s methodology and eclipse science output with other national and international 

institutions.  Some of the expeditions received scant mention in the published literature, leaving 

their full potential for scientific discovery untold.  An example of a short paper on the expeditions 

was published by J. Eddy (Eddy 1971). 

 
This thesis, will specifically focus on the coronal research that was a direct result of the use 

of a unique camera that was designed and constructed by staff astronomer John M. Schaeberle.  

The optical configuration of the Schaeberle Camera was of the direct-refractor type.  Its objective 

lens was of 5 inches aperture and focal length of 40 feet.  The Camera, due to its bulk and length, 

necessitated that it be fixed rigidly in place.  This Camera would have been of no use for coronal 

photography without the addition of a unique moving plate-holder designed by William Wallace 

Campbell.  The moving plate-holder permitted the Sun’s image to remain centered on the 

photographic plate, for long exposures of up to 90 seconds, while tracking at the diurnal rate of 

the Sun’s motion on the ecliptic.  This thesis will explore in depth, the construction of and use of 

the Schaeberle Camera.   

 
The individual Lick Observatory eclipse expeditions will be briefly surveyed.  The 

Observatory staff members were quite creative in their ability, to overcome obstacles facing them 

at all stages of planning and execution. 

 
The coronal theory and hypothesis of others, generated from the mid-nineteenth century 

before the period of the LO expeditions, will be reviewed.  The LO researcher’s efforts to 

confirm, modify, or discard these theories and hypothesis will be stated and compared with 

parallel investigations by other eclipse expedition researchers.  

 
The results from the LO expeditions, will be assessed in their role of helping to answer major 

questions, presented by the solar astrophysics of the period.  According to C.A. Young (Young 

1910: 343), two areas of solar research that needed answers as of 1910 were: 

 
1. An explanation as to the variability of solar radiation found in the corona. 
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2. A need for the determination of the relationship of processes within the corona to the Sun 

itself. 

 
This treatise will, by research, discussion, and comparative analysis, fit the LO solar eclipse 

photographic program into the world scheme of solar research by eclipse, and will define the 

uniqueness of its program.  

 
1.2 A Condensed History of the Lick Observatory during the Eclipse Expedition Period 

 
The Lick Observatory was founded by business magnate James Lick.  His legacy was to leave a 

monument to himself, in the form of the world’s largest refracting telescope, of 36 inch aperture.  

The Lick Trusts were established with the mission to oversee the construction of the Observatory 

on Mount Hamilton in the state of California, USA.  James Lick died on 1 October 1876 never to 

see his monument.  At his request, he was entombed beneath the mount of the great refractor.   

 
Upon completion of the great refractor, the Trust signed over the Observatory on 1 June 1888 

to the newly formed University of California.  The governing arm consisted of the University of 

California’s Board of Regents.   

 
Over the period of the eclipse expeditions, the LO experienced the changeover of several 

Directors.  Each director would define the research program of the Observatory.  For more 

detailed biographies of the Directors, please refer to Appendix 3. 

 
Edward S. Holden, the first Director, began duties in 1888.  Under the direction of Holden, 

the Observatory’s strategic mission was to make radial velocity ‘line of sight’ measurements of 

stellar sources.  Holden had talents in the dissemination and analysis of data and was an able 

fund-raiser among the elite of San Francisco.  He became President of the University of 

California in 1887.   

   
Upon Holden’s resignation in 1897, James E. Keeler took the helm.  Keeler continued the 

‘line of sight’ program, making significant advances, by adding photography to the spectroscope 

of the 36 inch refractor.  With his work on the shape and nature of galaxies, using the ‘gift’ 36 

inch Crossley telescope, he is credited with making the reflector telescope the principle tool for 

astronomical research over the refractor type telescope.  He initiated the Fellows program, which 

became a graduate school of astronomy, in order to insure a steady supply of researchers for the 

Observatory.   
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 Keeler’s sudden death in 1900 left the directorship to William W. Campbell, who served 

until 1930.  He was Director of the Observatory in name from 1923 to 1930 while he served as 

President of the University of California.  Under Campbell’s directorship, the LO became a 

‘factory’ for stellar radial velocity measurements (Osterbrock et al. 1988: 130).  He was actively 

aggressive in his leadership and participation on the eclipse expeditions.   

 
Robert G. Aitken became Associate Director in 1923 and then Director in 1930, serving until 

1935.  Aitken was an observational astronomer rather than an astrophysicist.   

 
The eclipse expeditions were an integral part of the LO research strategy from early 1889 

until 1932.  This obligated the Observatory’s management to solicit funding, employ staff, and 

allocate valuable resources to the eclipse program.  The solar eclipse expeditions, themselves, 

were financed almost entirely by philanthropy.  

 
The Lick Observatory was considered a research department of the University of California.  

A graduate Fellowship program was hosted on the mountain, with joint astronomical studies 

offered at the Observatory and UC Berkeley campus.  The programs produced a number of noted 

astronomers.  Refer to Appendix 9.5 for additional information on graduate studies at the LO. 

 
The Lick Observatory’s public education strategy took a number of paths.  The Directors kept 

the Observatory visible, both politically and academically, by reaching out to the corporate and 

academic communities.  Staff participation in education took the form of queries answered, staff 

written textbooks, public lectures, active staff participation in astronomical organizations, 

teaching positions at all levels, and the popular weekly viewing night at the great refractor.  

Activities of the LO regularly appeared in the San Francisco press. 

 
The Observatory published in a number of astronomical journals, observatory bulletins, and 

publications in serial book form.  One journal, the Publications of the Astronomical Society of the 

Pacific (PASP), became the main information outlet of the Observatory.  The Lick Bulletins were 

issued on a serial basis to bring research to publication on a timelier basis.  The Observatory’s 

‘quatro’ books, Publications of the Lick Observatory, were initially published on an irregular 

basis often years after research had been completed.  

 
It was the caliber of the staff and the vision of its leaders that cemented the Observatory’s 

place in the world astronomical community.   
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1.3     Solar Coronal Studies 

 
At the time of the mid-nineteenth century, next to nothing was known of the solar corona.  Many 

associated it with the Earth’s atmosphere or lunar atmosphere.  Once it was established that the 

corona was attributed to the Sun, attempts to explain the ever-changing form of the corona ran the 

gamut from meteor streams to connections with the zodiacal light (Meadows 1970: 60-62).  

 
It was not until the period of the Lick Observatory eclipse expeditions, that a very detailed 

examination of the solar corona by photography became the norm.  A good portion of these 

detailed studies were made possible by the use of the Schaeberle Camera and the advancement of 

photographic techniques developed at the Observatory.  

 
Coronal studies of form and structural detail were made of the inner and outer corona.  Some 

of these coronal forms took on the appearance of streamers, rifts, cusps, winged appendages, 

curves and other interesting shapes classified as disturbances.  Some coronal features, were found 

in the vicinity of solar surface disturbances labeled as sunspots, flares, and faculae.  Coronal 

features were found to vary considerably in appearance according to their proximity to the solar 

equator and polar-regions of the Sun.   

 
Coronal motion studies were made in order to explain the differences of coronal form.  The 

difference between eclipses was considered proof of constituent motion (Perrine 1904: 333).  

Other relationships were found to exist between the coronal streams of ejected matter and the 

rotation of the Sun.  Ejected matter velocity measurements, from the photosphere and 

chromosphere, were applied in the study of coronal form.   

 
Coronal constitution studies were concerned with the particle-gas content and distribution 

within the inner and outer corona.  Researchers made polarization studies of the corona, in order 

to determine particle density and distribution, by measuring reflected sunlight from particle 

content within the corona.  Coronal brightness studies were made by photometry, to measure the 

variability of brightness within the inner-outer corona.   

 
1.4  Research Methodology  

 
To accomplish the mission of this thesis, I have developed a methodology of archival search, 

research discussions and comprehensive literature review.   
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The Mary Lea Shane Archives of the Observatory will serve as a primary source of this 

thesis.  The archives are housed in the McHenry Library at the University of California in Santa 

Cruz, California.  The archives hold the copybooks, correspondence, and records of the 

Observatory.  The larger sized photographic plates from the eclipse expeditions are retained in the 

plate vaults of the Observatory on Mount Hamilton, California. 

 
I conducted a series of oral interviews with Professor Emeritus Donald E. Osterbrock at the 

University of California at Santa Cruz, who passed away in January 2008.  He was Director of the 

Observatory from 1973 to 1981 and has researched and written extensively on historical matters 

of the Observatory.   

 
The secondary sources are the serial books of the Observatory itself, and the professional 

journal articles, observatory bulletins, observatory leaflets, and other monographs that mention 

the expeditions and their research.  The library of the LO resides in the science library of the 

University of California at Santa Cruz.  I will refer to a number of historic books on solar science.  

Among these are tomes by J.N. Lockyer, R. Ball, C.A. Young, S.A. Mitchell, R.A. Proctor, G.E. 

Hale, C.G. Abbot, D.H. Menzel, A.M. Clerke, E.W. Maunder, G.F. Chambers and others.  I will 

also refer to the more current literature from scholars like K. Hufbauer,  J. Crelinsten, A.J. 

Meadows, D.E. Osterbrock, J.A. Eddy, A.S.-K. Pang, S.J. Dick and J.M. Pasachoff.  

 
1.5  The Hypothesis of the Thesis 

 
Outside of a historical review and investigation of the LO eclipse expeditions, the thesis proposes 

several hypotheses, to be reflected upon and discussed. 

 
Hypothesis 1: The Lick expeditions explored an area of solar science that was well outside the 

established programs and scientific focus of the Observatory.  The science mission statements of 

expeditions often did not generally address major issues proposed by other solar investigators.  

The expeditions provided an escape from the isolated mountain community and a chance for 

extensive world travel for staff members. 

 
Hypothesis 2: Campbell’s continuous commitment, to funding and organizing the Lick 

expeditions, was due to his belief that continuing success in this area would bring prestige and 

public respect to the Observatory, the University of California and to American astronomy.  This 

belief was upheld by the University of California governing body–the Board of Regents. 
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Hypothesis 3: The major scientific results of all of the Lick expeditions were unanticipated–the 

1922 verification of Eddington’s 1919 positive measurement of the Einstein shift and Menzel’s 

analysis of the chromosphere. 

 
Hypothesis 4:  While the Schaeberle Camera was indeed a trend-setting “hallmark” instrument of 

its time, it failed to produce successful scientific results leading to advances in solar physics. 

 
Hypothesis 5:  The Lick Observatory is an example of scientific isolation.  The staff was ill 

prepared on many levels to accept paradigms in astronomy and physics. 

 
Hypothesis 6:  The evolution, development and results of the LO eclipse program paralleled the 

scientific and administrative careers of E.S. Holden and W.W. Campbell. 

 
1.6  Structure of the Thesis 

 
The thesis consists of eight chapters.  The first chapter is the introduction to the thesis. 

 
Chapter two is a study of mid- to late-nineteenth century solar coronal physics conducted by 

direct photography.  It consists of an overview of the progression of coronal science up to the 

time of the first LO eclipse expedition in 1889.  It was during this period of time that our 

scientific knowledge of the Sun was accelerating at a prodigious clip.   

 
Chapter three presents the 40 Foot Schaeberle Camera of the Lick Observatory and to a lesser 

degree, other smaller cameras whose plates were used to study the corona.  The primary goal, of 

the Observatory’s direct photography program was to secure high resolution images, of the 

eclipsed Sun and its corona.  Obtaining a large-sized image was important to enable the resolution 

of minute chromospheric and coronal detail.     

 
The Schaeberle Camera became the hallmark of the LO eclipse expeditions.  This instrument 

made use of an innovative moving photographic plate-holder.  In the case of the large unmovable 

Schaeberle Camera, the moving plate-holder ensured that the Sun’s image stayed in the same 

position on the photographic plate, for the duration of the eclipse.  

   
Chapter four summarizes each of the Lick Observatory fifteen solar eclipse expeditions.  

They began on 1 January 1889 and continued until 31 August 1932.  The location and coordinates 

of each eclipse site will be given.  Briefly described are the geographical characteristics of the 

terrain, travel logistics, local relations, and communications.  The attending Observatory staff and 
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primary helpers will be listed.  A complete listing of eclipse participants will be found in the 

appendices.  The instruments, used on each expedition, will be listed with their scientific study 

indicated.  The eclipse expeditionary research programs of other eclipse parties, on the same 

eclipse dates, will be summarized.   

 
Chapter five will present the coronal studies, conducted at the Lick Observatory, using the 

data from the photographic plates and spectrograms obtained on the solar eclipse expeditions.  

International coronal research during the period of the LO expeditions will be briefly surveyed 

and major hypotheses presented for comparison purposes with the Lick research. 

 
For each eclipse expedition, a brief comparison of the LO coronal program will be made with 

the concurrent expeditions of other institutions.   I will summarize the national and international 

cooperation and support of the Observatory staff with the eclipse programs of others.  

 
The last Lick Observatory eclipse expedition occurred in 1932.  Yet, eclipse expeditions 

continue to this day, receiving substantial funding from private, educational and government 

sources.  I will examine the termination of the LO eclipse program.  

 
A brief summary is presented of the Observatory’s supporting role in testing Einstein’s 

General Theory of Relativity at the time of a total eclipse with the verification of Eddington’s 

positive measurement of the Einstein shift in the path of starlight.  This testing resulted in a 

paradigm shift in physics. 

 
Chapter six consists of a discussion of the refinement of the photographic equipment, 

observing techniques, and analytical techniques used on the eclipse expeditions.  This will 

include a discussion on the differences, problems, and advantages of fixed versus movable long 

focal length photographic telescopes, refractor telescopes versus reflector telescopes, and 

horizontal mounted telescopes versus tower telescopes.   I will compare the LO eclipse 

photographic instruments to those of other institutions.   

 
Chapter seven looks at the founding of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP) and its 

importance in the future attempts at timely publication of Lick Observatory eclipse expedition 

results. The ASP’s founding came as a direct result of Director Holden’s and the Lick 

Observatory’s outreach to the general public and others interested in astronomy.   

 
Chapter eight is a series of concluding remarks about this project.    
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CHAPTER TWO    MID- TO LATE-NINETEENTH CENTURY CORONAL  

ECLIPSE SCIENCE 

 
2.1  Introduction  

 
This chapter consists of an overview of the progression of coronal solar eclipse science during the 

last half of the nineteenth century and up to the time of the first Lick Observatory eclipse 

expedition in January of 1889.  It was during this period that our scientific knowledge of the Sun 

was accelerating at a prodigious clip.  

 
The first half of the nineteenth century saw little study in regard to the Sun. Even less was 

known about the Sun prior to 1840 than had been discovered by Galileo Galilei and his immediate 

successors two centuries before (Aitken 1917).  The idea that the corona might belong to the Sun 

was put forth by Don Jośe Joaquim de Ferre at the total eclipse of 16 June 1806.  He felt that the 

bright illumination around the Moon, far exceeded the distance that his calculations predicted for a 

lunar atmosphere and was nearly 50 times higher than the Earth’s atmosphere.  He concluded that 

“Such an atmosphere cannot belong to the Moon, but must without any doubt belong to the Sun.”  

Unfortunately his thoughts were not in vogue with those his colleagues (Clerke 1908: 67). 

 
Until the 1820s, some weight was given to John Frederick William Herschel’s theory of the 

constitution of the Sun and its solar atmosphere.  Herschel hypothesized that the Sun, as a solid 

body, was encircled by a high layer of dense clouds.  The solid body beneath this cloud layer could 

harbor life.  Sunspots and brightness variations, he surmised, were openings in the clouds 

revealing the dark solid body below and variations in the clouds themselves.  Furthermore, based 

on this hypothesis, Herschel used hydrostatic laws to declare these features would fill up if the 

Sun’s surface were a liquid (Ress 1822; Vose 1827: 25-31).  

 
During the chronological progression of this review, there were four methods for which to 

observe and make records of the solar corona.  The first would be unaided eye or telescopic 

observations of coronal color, form, and internal structure.  The second would be the generation of 

permanent records by drawing and photography.  The third would be the application of the 

polariscope to the measurement of scattered light within the corona.  The fourth was the 

application of the spectroscope for the determination of the chemical makeup of the corona.   
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2.2  Photography, Drawing, and Image Reproduction of Coronal Images 1842-1889 

 
The methodology of making permanent solar eclipse records changed gradually from drawing to 

photography as time progressed (Pang 2002: 84-95; Pang 1995: 63-71; Pang 1997: 177-202). 

 
2.2.1  Drawing the Corona 

 
Observers made drawings of what they saw for a reason.  Margaret Lindsay Huggins (1882a: 358-

359) quoted Albert Dürer, an eminent artist with a scientific mind, “It is easier to believe what you 

see than what you hear: but if you both see and hear, then you can understand more readily and 

retain more lastingly.”  Some made their sketches while making unaided visual observations, 

while others worked at the eyepieces of their telescopes.  Illustrators were directed either to sketch 

their entire wide angle-view of the corona or only specific details in smaller sections of the coronal 

form.  Arthur Cowper Ranyard defined two classes of coronal drawings: “1. Drawings in which 

the observer has attempted to represent the structures within the field of the corona which caught 

his eye during totality: and 2. Drawings in which the observer has attempted to indicate the limits 

of the area within which he could detect the light of the corona.” (Ranyard 1879: 489).   There 

were great differences in coronal form on drawings made at the same eclipse by different artists, 

even by artists standing side by side (see Figure 1).  Ranyard believed that it was quite amazing 

the number of similarities that existed, all factors considered.  Many of the artists, after the 1860s, 

were accomplished in both art and science, which required extreme attention to detail.  Several 

astronomers, e.g., Ranyard 1879: 484-485, 489; Young 1895: 241, have enumerated sources that 

affected the rendition and accuracy of an artist’s drawings as being:  

 
1. First impression at the beginning of totality. 

2. Extreme excitement and confusion at the moment of totality. 

3. The shortness of the totality event. 

4. The weather and climatic conditions present at totality. 

5. The social and political, influences of the expedition’s participants. 

6. The specific instructions that the artist received regarding what segment of totality that the 

artist was assigned to record, coronal form, internal coronal structure, color notations, 

delicate light shadings, and other specific notations required. 

7. The tools and materials used to make the drawings and their preparation. 

8. The ability of the artists to remember what they saw for the latter finishing of their work. 

9. The methodology that the artist would use to make the actual drawings. 
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a. Outlining the furthest extension and general form of the corona. 

b. Using contour lines to denote brightness levels within the corona. 

c. Outlining the largest features within the corona. 

d. Using rays to denote bright features of the corona. 

e. Using other symbols to denote brightness within the corona. 

 

   
Figure 1    Drawings by George L. Tupman, F. Foenander of the Surveyor General’s Department, 
and artist Henry Holiday respectively at the 1871 eclipse (Ranyard 1879: 693, 696, 697). 

 
2.2.2  The Chronological Development of Coronal Photography 

 
Eclipse photography began as a cumbersome process, utilizing wet emulsions of low sensitivity 

that required lengthy exposure times.  These materials could record only the brightest of coronal 

light, limited to the innermost region near the limb of the Sun.  The chemicals, used to process the 

plates, were difficult to handle and lacked stability.  Beginning in 1870, the dry plate photographic 

process came into use for coronal imaging. The dry plates were more sensitive, allowing shorter 

exposure times while recording fainter coronal detail.  The dry plate process involved the making 

of a dry collodion emulsion of zinc bromide mixed with a small quantity of nitric acid and then 

mixing in a silver nitrate-water-alcohol solution forming the silver bromide surface once applied 

and dried on a glass plate.  The process was updated and substantially replaced with a gelatin 

emulsion containing silver salt (Lankford 1984: 20-21). 

 
The first attempts to photograph a total solar eclipse were made in 1842 and 1851.  At the 

1842 eclipse in Milan, Italy.  Giovanni A. Majocchi, Professor of Physics at the Lycco di S. 

Alessandro in Milan, made daguerreotypes and paper images using a 6 inch aperture lens camera 

and bromide of silver coated paper.  The feeble images of the partial phase before totality failed to 

record the corona during a 120s exposure and were of no scientific value.  At the 1851 eclipse at 

Kӧenigsberg in Norway, August Ludwig Busch produced a feeble daguerreotype image with a 
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heliometer of 2½ foot focal length, 27 inches aperture for an 84s exposure at totality, with the 

results of no scientific value (Clerke 1908: 166; Mitchell 1923: 133-135; Ranyard 1879: 508, 512). 

 
For the first time, successful photographic images of a total eclipse were obtained by Warren 

De La Rue (Figure 2) and Pietro Angelo Secchi (Figure 3) at the 1860 eclipse from two different 

locations.  De La Rue’s photographs, made with his photoheliograph of 3.4 inches aperture and 50 

inches focal length, revealed prominences around the lunar disk (image size 0.5 inches in 

diameter) and only traces of the brightest inner-most region of the corona nearest the limb (Clerke 

1908: 166; Proctor 1871a: 328-330; Ranyard 1879: 578). 

 
                       

Figure 2  Warren De La Rue's 1860 eclipse photograph as published (Proctor 1876: 267).            
Figure 3   Secchi’s composite image made with several negatives (Ranyard 1879: plates). 

 
 During the 1860’s Lewis Morris Rutherfurd and Henry Draper, both amateur astronomers, 

were involved in advancing astronomical photography and instrumentation capabilities.  

Rutherfurd developed the idea of primary lenses corrected for photography and the need for good 

‘seeing conditions’ under dark skies.  He also developed high dispersion spectrographic 

instruments.  Draper achieved a high level of success in the figuring of optics for photography and 

building stable instrument mountings for longer exposures.   He used his instruments to produce 

the spectrographic survey; the Henry Draper Catalogue (Lankford 1984: 19-21).   

 
James Francis Tennant led the 1868 eclipse expedition of the Royal Astronomical Society, 

stationing in Guntoor, India.  They erected a 9 inch aperture, 72 inch focal length Browning 

reflector with optics by George With for coronal photography.  B.R. Branfill found a large horn-

shaped prominence that he labeled the ‘Great Horn’ and described as being very impressive.  It 
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readily appeared in the images made with the reflector and Tennant found the spiral structure 

interesting and claimed he was the first to have witnessed such an occurance.  Other than 

prominences little was recorded on the photographic plates.  They were able to use the series of 

plates to declare proof of the prominences belonging to the Sun as the prominences were slowly 

covered by the limb of the Moon.  Tennant applied his spectroscope to the study of the corona and 

prominences in an attempt to discover their source of light.  After comparison of his results with 

others such as Pierre Jules César Janssen and Joseph Norman Lockyer, he found that he had 

misidentified several lines including the sodium D line.  The former D line was then assigned the 

name ‘helium,’ which was not found in the laboratory until 1895 by Sir Robert Ramsay.  
Tennant was also able to predict that prominences could be studied with the spectroscope outside 

of an eclipse.  Their successful polarization observations were used in support of the finding that 

the corona shone by reflected sunlight. He was unable to detect any polarized light within this 

remarkable feature (Orchiston et al. 2006: 23-34). 

     
At the 1869 eclipse, Joseph Winlock of Harvard College used wet plates to record the first 

image of the diamond-ring apparition, but only weakly recorded the corona (Golub and Pasachoff 

1999: 43).  A more detailed coronal photograph was obtained by John Adams Whipple, showing 

converging rays to ¼ lunar diameter and for the first time reproduced the four-cornered aspects of 

the corona (Proctor 1871: 352-353).  Richard Anthony Proctor noted that the irregularities, 

characteristics of the photographic emulsions, and chemical development properties, made some 

coronal features appear in an incorrect manner.  Edward Curtis, at Ottumwa, eliminated some of 

the coronal boundary problems by carefully controlling his exposure times and processing 

procedures (Proctor 1871: 354). 

 
The increased sensitivity of the dry plates used at the 1870 eclipse were responsible for the 

large increase in the recording of coronal extension. In fact, Proctor felt that the additional coronal 

detail recorded was the most important result obtained at this particular eclipse.  He considered an 

exposure made by Alfred Brothers (see Figure 5) as the most significant coronal image to date.  It 

revealed fine coronal structure and was made using a Dallmeyer ‘Rapid Rectilinear’ lens of 4 inch 

aperture and 30 inches focal length (Ranyard 1879: 648-650).  Another negative, was made by 

O.H. Willard (Figure 4), who captured a significant portion of the inner corona.  Of special interest 

was the recording of a large deep dark rift between two red prominences (Golub and Pasachoff 

1997: 43; Orchiston 1989; Proctor 1876: 396-405).  Charles A. Young compared the coronal features 

captured by photography with those on the drawings.  He used a telescope to project a 17 
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millimeter diameter image for tracing of the corona.  The experiment failed as little coronal outline 

was visible.  For the next eclipse, he suggested tracing with a needle point on a plate of gelatin or 

mica (Ranyard 1879: 629-630).   

 
Seventeen excellent plates were produced by several parties at the 1871 eclipse.  Branching 

coronal forms were recorded for the first time.  Coronal detail was recorded as similar from all 

stations with no major discrepancies.  For a combination of the features from all the plates by 

Tennant and Charles Henry Davis, see Figure 6 (Clerke 1908: 174; Proctor 1876: 425). 

       

Figure 4   Willard’s 1870 image shows significantly more coronal extension (Ranyard 1879). 
Figure 5   Brother’s 1870 image with more fine coronal structure detail (Ranyard 1879). 
Figure 6   Tennant and Davis 1871 combined images with fine extension and detail (Ranyard 1879). 
 

Photography, of the 1878 corona, gained over drawing in earnest in its role of making 

permanent coronal records.  Large-aperture, short-focal-length portrait lenses were used to record 

significantly more detail within the inner and outer corona.  General coronal form was 

photographed out to one lunar diameter.  The photographic process was still not of sufficient 

sensitivity to record the longer fainter coronal streamers and rays (Mitchell 1969: 113). 

 
At the 1882 eclipse, Arthur Schuster obtained the highest-quality coronal photographs to date, 

revealing more fine structure within the inner and outer corona.  He recorded a great coronal rift to 

1½ lunar diameter (Mitchell 1923: 157).  

 
At the 1883 eclipse, the extensions of the streamers were photographed beyond that visible to 

the naked eye by Janssen, of the French Academy, by telescope.  This was possible by the making 

of long exposures using larger aperture lenses to 8 inches (Clerke 1908: 181). 

 
2.2.3  Direct Photography of the Corona without a Total Eclipse  

 
An attempt to inspect prominences by spectroscope outside of an eclipse were reported as 

successful shortly after the 1868 eclipse by Janssen, with Lockyer and Huggins thinking about the 
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same idea at the same eclipse (Orchiston et al. 2006: 32).   Huggins is credited with making the 

first serious attempts to photograph the corona outside of an eclipse starting in May 1882 and 

continued this line of work for the next several years.  Agnes M. Clerke considers Huggins’s 

results more successful than Charles Augustus Young credits them pointing out that Huggins’s 

specific ‘spectral’ sensitive plates revealed forms that that followed general features  of coronal 

‘streamers’ and ‘rifts’ observed by Captain William de Wiveleslie Abney.  Young considers that 

the lack of a coronal image on his plates indicated failure of his experience, although Andrew 

Ainslie Common pointed out that the sky conditions during plate exposure were far from clear.   

The plates were highly sensitized in the violet to ultra-violet region of the spectrum to record the 

strongest of the coronal radiations.   To repeat the test, plates were exposed at and after totality at 

the 1886 eclipse under Huggins’s instructions.  The plates revealed no corona (Clerke 1908: 178-

1179; Mitchell 1969: 118; Young 1895: 268-269).  

 
 Professor Arthur Williams Wright conducted his experiment in the same time frame as 

Huggins after the 1882 eclipse by projecting the solar image to a UV sensitive fluorescent screen 

in a dark room.  He recorded what appeared to be coronal form.  Attempts by Wilhelm Oswald 

Lohse, Astr. Nach., No. 2, 487, in 1878-80, and in 1883, and C. Ray Woods during the same time 

period, failed as well.  No further serious attempts were made until George Ellery Hale began his 

work in 1893 using the spectroheliograph, not at an eclipse or on the corona (Clerke 1908: 178-

179; Meadows 1970: 63; Mitchell 1969: 115-116; Young 1895: 266-267). 

 
2.2.4  Reproduction for Publication and Research 

 
 The processes used to reproduce drawings and photographs for book and journal publication 

yielded images that lacked fine detail.  Engravers etched the images from the original media onto 

metal plates and wood blocks.  This was considered acceptable for the reproduction of images for 

newspapers, and general textbooks.  Scientific journal images required more precise reproduction 

for critical scientific evaluation.  The technique of composite imagery, by combining drawings 

with photographic images, became an important tool to bring out more of the faint coronal detail.   

 
 Arthur C. Ranyard is credited with hiring William Henry Wesley in 1872, a highly skilled 

scientific engraver, at the Royal Astronomical Society.   Wesley  produced composite eclipse 

images representing 10 years of eclipses that were published in 1879, volume XLI of the Memoirs 

of the Royal Astronomical Society.  This epic volume became the most substantial reference source 

for eclipse drawings and photographs made to date.  The final images were carefully supervised 
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and approved by a committee consisting of Warren De La Rue, Astronomer Royal - George Airy, 

Admiral Russell Henry Manners, and Royal Astronomical Society Secretary – Edward J. Stone 

(Pang 2002: 100-104).  The lithographic process was selected by Ranyard as the best for 

reproduction of coronal detail.   

 
2.3 General Visual Descriptions of the Eclipses 1842-1887 
 

DATE SUNSPOT 
Cycle  
Yr. Mean 

CORONAL 
EXTENSION 
Lunar Dia. or arc 

CORONAL FORM 
Hex., Circ., Elipt.,  
Quad., Star, Trap. 

METHOD 
Visual, Draw           
Photo, Spect. 

TIME 
2nd – 3rd 
Contact 

  1842 Minima     ¼ to 1, ¼, 1 Eq. Broad Rays  V D  
  1851 Intermediate    1 

? 
H, E  V D  

  P  
 

  1858 Intermediate   < 1 C, Petals,   V D  
  1860 Maxima   0.3, 0.8, >1, 40 arc min 

1/20 
C/E, Q, Rifts        V D  

  P  
 

  1867 Minima       1/3 polar, 4/5 equat.  Eq.Broad Rays   V D  
  1868 Intermediate   

 
2-3 arc min., >2 
Little to None(Tennant) 

T to Q, Great Horn V D S 
  P 

5 m 38s 

  1869 Maxima    2 to 3, 1  
1/4 

Q V D S 
  P 

 

  1870 Maxima  
 

¾, 40 arc min. 
1/3 

C-out 
Q-in 

V D S 
  P 

1m  50s 

  1871 Maxima  1½, 45-50 arc min. 
26 arc min, 1/2  

Triple Crown and  
2 Rifts, S 

V D S 
  P 

 

  1874 Intermediate  ¼ polar, 2 equat. Q, Eq. Broad Rays     V D P S  
  1875 Minima    <1 C/Q, No broad rays     V D P S  
  1878 Minima      Rays 12 and 6 

<1/2 
C V D S 

  P 
2m  35s 

  1882 Maxima    1 ½ rift R/S   P  74s 
  1883 Maxima     R/S     V D P S 5m  23s 

Table 1  Eclipse years with significant reported results, sunspot cycle, coronal extension, coronal form 
outline, method of observation, time duration of totality. 

Site locations, full dates, and a more complete listing of expedition members for the total solar 

eclipses between 1842 and 1888 can be found in Table 1 and Appendix 1.  Some general visual 

observations are described in chronological order, beginning with a stunned Francis Baily who 

proclaimed during the 1842 eclipse: 

 
… I was astounded by a tremendous burst of applause from the streets below, and at 

the same moment was electrified at the sight of one of the most brilliant and splendid 

phenomena that can be imagined.  For at that instant the dark body of the moon was 

suddenly surrounded with a corona, or kind of bright glory. (Mitchell 1923: 133). 

 
This was the first eclipse where the corona would be described in terms of form and structure 

by a host of observers (Proctor 1871:  322-323; Ranyard 1879: 508; Young 1895: 254).  

Highlights of their observations were: 
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1. Baily compared the corona to the flickering light of illuminated gas.   

2. M. Petit and Dominique Francois Cois Jean Arago described interlacing lines of light within 

the glowing corona.  Arago observed a luminous spot that appeared to consist of jets 

interlacing themselves.  Signor Picozzi, of Milan, described two gas jets aligned with the 

ecliptic.  Baily saw diverging rays that displaced the circular appearance of the corona.   

3. Otto Struve observed a highly-disturbed coronal ring with uneven extensions to 4º from the 

lunar limb.  He placed the brightest section of the corona as closest to the lunar edge. 

4. Brightness of the corona estimations and measurements were conducted by Struve, and 

Astronomer Royal-George Biddell Airy, respectively.  

 
The general observations that the corona appeared on the side of the Moon opposite the 

vanishing crescent were made at the 1842 and 1851 eclipses, but the observers did not make the 

connection that this was proof of the corona’s solar origin (Chambers 1902: 57). 

 
At the 1851 eclipse, William Swan saw brilliant sharply-defined beams of light radiating well 

beyond the general coronal outline.  One appeared conical based at the Sun and the sides 

outwardly curved (Ranyard 1879: 512).  Astronomer Royal – G.B. Airy, observed an irregular 

coronal outline with a light output equal to the planet Venus.  He described the coronal light as 

“beamy in structure … a luminous cloud behind the Moon.” (Proctor 1871: 325).   

 
French astronomer Emmanuel Liais drew 

coronal features at the 1858 eclipse that had 

been noticed at previous eclipses.  His drawing 

displayed five conical ‘petal’- shaped rays as 

high as thirteen arc minutes from the lunar limb 

as shown in Figure 7 (Proctor 1871:326; 

Ranyard 1879: 516; Young 1895: 242).   

 
Figure 7   Liais’s 1851 eclipse corona with 
petals (Ranyard 1879: 516). 

 

Warren De La Rue observed long streamers radiating outwardly from a slivery white coronal 

form that was of irregular shape at the 1860 eclipse.  His visual observations agreed with a 

drawing produced by Freiherr von Feilitzsch of Greifswald.  Secchi connected the coronal light 

with the equatorial region of the Sun.  He also reported an overall quadrilateral shape of the corona 
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made up of four broad extensions of projected light located between the solar poles and the 

equatorial regions of the sky (Clerke 1908: 166).  The corona appeared the same at two stations 

250 miles apart verifying the earlier not-so-certain drawings of the 1851 eclipse.  Secchi also made 

a drawing of the corona (Figure 8) that differed in aspects from a drawing made by G. Tempel.  

Tempel’s drawing (Figure 9) is almost grotesque in appearance (Ranyard 1879: 574-578; Young 

1895: 241-242, 256).  Carl Christian Bruhns described a circular-shaped corona that was unevenly 

distributed around the Moon.   He also noticed what appeared to be long coronal rays on the east 

side that extended out to 2 lunar diameters.  Bruhns assistant, Auerbach, observed another curved 

ray of 1/10º in length in the south-western part of the corona (Proctor 1871: 328-330).  

 
              

                

Figure 8 (Left)   Secchi’s drawing of the 1860 eclipse (Ranyard 1879: 573). 
    Figure 9 (Right)  Tempel’s drawing of the 1860 eclipse (Ranyard 1879: 575).   
 

During the 1867 total eclipse, Santiago Observatory members L. Grosch, Vice-Director S. 

Vergaza and assistant Lieutenant Vidal made a series of remarkable visual observations.  At the 

moment of 2nd contact, they observed a “… reddish glimmering light …” followed immediately by 

the corona.  Grosch described the reddish light as surrounding the Moon as “… with a border of 

breadth of at most five minutes, was not sharply bounded in any part, but was highly diffused, and 

less distinct near the poles.”  Grosch then described the corona as longer in the direction of the 

Sun’s equator with no continuous connection to the Sun’s surface.  He did not consider the corona 

to be a solar atmosphere as it did not seem to radiate from the Sun.  The rest of Grosch’s 

observations of the corona are summarized as (Proctor 1871: 331-333; Ranyard 1879: 582):  

 
1. The color of the coronal light was white with bluish colored rays superimposed within. 
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2. The polar coronal extension was 1/3 of a lunar diameter.  The equatorial coronal extension 

was 4/5 of lunar diameter. 

3. The rays ran east and west and appeared as pencil beams extending beyond the coronal light. 

4. A number of unmoving arched thin dark curved lines appeared within the corona exactly 

north curving east and west.  These lines appeared as if they could have originated near the 

center of the Sun.  The lines vanished with the corona after 3rd contact. 

5. Vidal and Vergaza found the same occurrence of rays near the southern pole of the Sun.  

They described the rays as fan-shaped.  No dark lines were observed. 

 
Proctor found this series of observations to be compelling enough to substantiate the need to 

have multiple teams of visual observers.   

 
 Quality drawings were made at the 

1868 eclipse by the College of Manila 

staff who observed from Mantawalok, in 

the Philippines.  The drawings displayed 

4 longer rays forming a trapezoidal figure 

(Proctor 1871: 336).  Captain Bullock’s 

(Figure 10) drawing revealed the 

trapezoidal figure outlined by long rays 

and some dark rifts.  Proctor found the 

corona was larger than normal (Ranyard 

1879: 583-594, Young 1895: 245).    
 
Proctor (1871) and Clerke (1908) considered USNO General A.J. Myer’s observations of the 

1869 eclipse corona, made at an elevation of 5,523 feet on White Top Mountain, Virginia, to 

further confirm that the corona belonged to the Sun.  Myer chose his location in order to minimize 

the effects of the Earth’s atmospheric absorption.  His observations are dramatic:  

 
Upon this corona … the well defined rose-coloured prominences were projected at 

various points of the circumference … the eclipse presented … a vision 

magnificent beyond description.  At a centre stood the full and intensely black disc 

of the Moon, surrounded by the aureola of a soft bright light, through which shot 

out, as if from the circumference of the moon, straight, massive, silvery rays, 

seeming distinct and separate from each other to a distance of two or three 

Figure 10    Bullock’s coronal drawing with    
Tennant’s great “horn” at 30º (Ranyard 1879: 591). 
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Figure 11   Gilman’s 1869  
drawing (Proctor1872: 352). 

 

diameters of the lunar disc, the whole spectacle showing as upon a background of 

diffused rose-coloured light. (Clerke 1908: 183). 

 
Professor Simon Newcomb, from a lower altitude, observed a jagged serrated edge outline 

reaching out to 4 sharp points to one lunar diameter.  He looked for rotation but saw none (Clerke 

1908: 183; Proctor 1871a: 344-346).  Using a small telescope, Eastman compared the glowing 

light of the inner corona as nebulous in texture and similar to the Milky Way.  In the outer corona 

he described long rays and groups of lines forming a trapezoidal 

shape (see Figure 11).  He found the area between the largest two 

prominences nearly void of coronal light (ibid.).  W.S. Gilman’s 

drawing (Figure 11) showed a coronal trapezium with the widest 

side to the south-east.  The longest ranges of light formed the north 

and east points of the coronal form.  The silver grey coronal rays 

were ragged in nature and seemed to radiate from behind the Moon.  

J.H. Lane found two small illuminated masses well above the lunar 

limb within the corona.  He described them as small comets 

without heads (ibid.).  Cleveland Abbe described a spiral structure 

of conical masses which were labeled as ‘curled,’ ‘twisted’ and ‘spiral’ by Pickering and Himes 

(Ranyard 1879: 597).    

 
Charles A. Young described the 1870 eclipse corona as being circular in form with little in 

regards to equatorial wings and polar rays.  Large variations were seen over the sunspot zones 

(Young 1895: 257).  Several observed a great rift in the southeast quadrant (Ranyard 1879: 614-

615).  Astronomer James Craig Watson was more eloquent in description of the corona: 

 
The appearance in the telescope reminded me of the great comet of 1858. There 

was in the corona first a uniform band of light, peal-white, as in the case of bright 

comets.  Then streams of luminous matter flowing out, and afterwards spreading 

and uniting, thus forming a shell-like envelope to the sun.  It seemed as if the cusps 

were merely rents in this envelope, and as if I were looking into a partially 

transparent shell, within which was a brilliant core emitting luminous streams. 

(Ranyard 1876: 639-640). 

 
Lockyer observed a rosy outer coronal color that some felt was due to the red color of the 

prominences.  He mentioned that this reddish tinge was not due to the prominences being 
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hydrogen present at the surface, as all red light would have been absorbed by coronal particles.  He 

thought that the intrinsic color of the corona should be green (Proctor 1876: 396-405).  

 
Ranyard utilized Wesley’s drawings to describe the curved coronal shapes as extremely large 

bundles of rays, see Figure 12 (Ranyard 1879: plates).  Janssen (1872: 249) described his visual 

and spectral observations of the corona at the 1871 eclipse: 

 
… I shall say, in the first place, that the magnificent Corona observed at Sholoor 

showed itself under such an aspect that it seemed to me impossible to accept for it 

any cause of the nature of the phenomena of diffraction or reflection upon the globe 

of the moon, or of simple illumination of the terrestrial atmosphere … the spectrum 

of the Corona appeared in my telescope, not continuous, as it had previously been 

found, but remarkably complex.  

 
                  

Figure 12  Bundles of rays that Ranyard believed to define coronal form (Ranyard 1879: plates).   

 
Many of the drawings made at the 1878 eclipse differed remarkably in what was portrayed. A 

party under the direction of Samuel Pierpont Langley, observed from Pikes Peak in Colorado, at 

an altitude of 14,100 feet.  They described two rays reaching out six and twelve lunar diameters 

and likely beyond which was substantiated by Simon Newcomb in Wyoming, and Cleveland Abbé 

at a lower elevation on Pikes Peak.  They noted faint elongated coronal rays curving together to 

appear as flower ‘petals’ in the direction of the equator, and strong polar brushes-plumes.  

Ranyard, reviewing a series of images, found vast differences in coronal form over the 1871 

eclipse.  Instead of large bundles of intertwined rays as in 1871, he described a ring of pearly light 

defined by groups of fibrous thin lines.  He described the polar brush forms in more detail as being 
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short and electrified in appearance.  The polar forms were aligned normal to the Sun’s limb.  The 

brightness of the corona was greatly reduced when compared to the sunspot maxima coronas of 

1869, 1870 and 1871, see Figure 13 (Clerke 1905d: 175-176; Mitchell 1923: 151; Mitchell 1969: 

112-113).  

Figure 13   1878 eclipse corona with polar 
brush structure (Ball 1893: 278). 
 

The 1882 eclipse was viewed from 

Sohag in Upper Egypt. Coronal form 

appeared as rectangular star shaped, with 

no long rays or strong polar coronal 

brushes.  The day before the eclipse, 23 

sunspots were counted.  Total brilliance 

well exceeded that of the 1878 eclipse 

(ibid. 177).  A comet was observed in the 

vicinity of the Sun during totality but there was no mention of any attempt to make a connection 

between this body and the corona.  

 
Parties observed the 1883 eclipse from Caroline Island in the Marquesas group, a 7½ mile 

long island in the Pacific.  Edward Singleton Holden led the American expedition with Royal 

Astronomical Society photographers H.A. Lawrence and C. Ray Woods as guests.  They recorded 

detail in all parts of the corona with exposures to 60 seconds.  Photographs made by Janssen of the 

French party revealed a complex corona not changing in form (ibid. 180-181; Mitchell 1969: 116).  

 
The 1886 eclipse was observed from the island of Grenada, West Indies, under hazy skies.  Dr. 

A. Shuster’s and E. Walter Maunder’s photographs were void of any ‘petals’ and ‘plumes’ seen in 

1871 or the streamers of 1878.  Broad rifts were viewed in the polar region of each pole that 

contained material in a nebulous state.  The polar rifts were surrounded by compound masses of 

gaseous appearing material (Clerke 1908: 185; Mitchell 1969: 118; Young 1895: 268).    

 
The eclipse of 1887 would be the last eclipse observed before the Lick Observatory began its 

eclipse expedition series on 1 January 1889.  Most investigations ended in failure due to cloudy 

weather, though results were obtained in Russia and Japan.  Photographs were secured by 

Professor Arai Ikunosuke, Director of the Tokyo Observatory, and M. Bélopolsky at Petrovsk and 

S. von Glasenapp at Jurjevitch.  The stronger polar features, normally associated with a minimum 

sunspot cycle, were not observed (Clerke 1908: 185; Mitchell 1969: 118). 
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2.4  Coronal Science 1842-1888 

 
2.4.1  Prominences and the Corona belong to the Sun 

 
Swedish professor Birger Vassenius viewed reddish clouds above the lunar limb during the eclipse 

of 2 May 1733 at Gothenburg and ascribed them to the Moon.  At the eclipse of 24 June 1778, 

Don Antonio Ullio described a bright reddish feature that grew in size and intensity as the lunar 

limb recessed.  He assigned this feature to the Sun, as he attributed the changing of the apparition 

as coming from light penetration through irregularities in the lunar limb (Clerke 1908: 68-69). 

 
At the 1842 eclipse, reddish luminous appendages were seen around the lunar limb.  They 

were described, for the first time in greater detail, as mountains, pyramids, and columns.  Some 

appeared detached and to be floating.  The features were labeled as prominences, and also referred 

to as red protuberances, red flames or clouds.  Arago assumed them to be clouds that shined by 

reflected light.  Abbé Peytal considered them as self-luminous reddish mountains of clouds.  It was 

unknown whether the prominences were real or an optical effect nor was there an indication 

whether they belonged to the Sun or Moon (Clerke 1908: 69; Guillemin 1872: 246-247). 

 
Between 1851 and 1859 it was generally accepted that prominences and the corona might 

belong to the Sun but there was no known connection between the corona and events occurring on 

the solar surface.  The Astronomer Royal, upon viewing some interestingly shaped prominences at 

the 1851 eclipse, was certain they originated from the Sun; whereas M. Faye assigned the 

prominences at this same eclipse to the Moon (Clerke 1908: 70, 166; Todd 1897b: 302).   

  
It was the coronal photography of Warren De La Rue at the 1860 eclipse that first offered 

substantial proof that the prominences were of solar origin.  As the lunar disk progressed across 

the Sun, first the prominences were visible on one side and then covered by the lunar disk.  Then 

near 3rd contact, on the other side, the prominences were revealed (Guillemin 1872: 247). 

 
Norman Lockyer predicted that if prominences were of solar origin he should be able to 

observe prominences with his spectroscope outside of a solar eclipse.  He and Huggins made an 

attempt in 1867; however, they failed, as their spectroscope was of insufficient resolving power. 

 
For a brief explanation and discussion of solar spectroscopy, refer to section 2.4.9 of this 

chapter. 
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French astronomer Pierre Jules C. Janssen and English astronomer J. Norman Lockyer opened 

a whole new era of solar prominence spectral observations by viewing the spectra of prominences 

during totality and immediately after the 1869 eclipse had ended.  Janssen saw at least nine 

emission lines.  These lines appeared close to the Sun’s limb and within the prominences.  A 

yellow line appeared so bright that Janssen concluded he could observe it outside of an eclipse as 

Tennant had found at the 1868 eclipse.  Janssen soon pointed his spectroscope at a prominence and 

his findings were the same as observed during the eclipse.  Janssen was able to develop a method 

of measuring the dimensions and shape of prominences by moving his spectroscope in the vicinity 

of each prominence.  Herschel added to the study of the prominences, the ability to determine the 

chemical constitution of the prominences by discovering three bright emission lines.  The 

collective reports indicated that the solar prominences were massive highly heated quantities of 

matter consisting mostly of hydrogen.  This finding would lay the foundation for the development 

of coronal theories involving large amounts of ejected matter in the regions of the violently 

agitated solar prominences (Abbot 1929: 138-141; Clerke 1908: 167-169; Golub and Pasachoff 

1999: 27-28; Guillemin 1872: 248; Orchiston et. al. 2006: 33; Pasachoff 2001b: 46). 

 
Father Secchi, following the 1870 eclipse, catalogued the prominences into three groups: 

heaps, jets, and plumes.  He described the jets, found near sunspots, as intensely luminous, lasting 

but a short time interval.  They displayed spectral lines of many elements in addition to hydrogen. 

Upon reaching a given height they accumulated into large masses.  On the other hand, plumes 

appeared not to have an eruptive origin (Proctor 1876: 319).  

C.A. Young discovered the ‘reversing layer’ of the Sun during the 22 December 1870 eclipse.  

Just at 2nd contact, he witnessed the dark lines of the spectrum fade away and instantaneously 

replaced by a bright line spectrum of many lines, “… as suddenly as a bursting rocket shoots out 

its stars …”   The reversing layer was thought to be a cooler thin layer between the photosphere 

and the chromosphere. (Golub and Pasachoff  2001: 62). 

 
Lockyer, after the 1871 eclipse, was quoted by Mitchell (1923: 147-149), “… now the whole 

phenomena of the corona may be defined in two words, cool prominences.”  He had without 

hesitation declared that the prominences were part of the corona.  His spectroscopic investigations 

found, incorrectly, that the corona was the coolest layer of the Sun, following the chromosphere 

and photosphere.  He denied the existence of the ‘reversing layer’ entirely. 
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At the 1885 eclipse, two intense bright ‘white’ prominences appeared over two large sunspots.  

White prominences were first observed at the 1842 eclipse.  White prominences were of extreme 

brilliance rising to great heights, and seemingly to reside about a sunspot group.  Violet rays of 

calcium were seen with the spectroscope (Clerke 1908: 184). 

 
During the 1887 eclipse, Italian astronomer Pietro Tacchini made spectroscopic measurements 

of the dimensions of the prominences before, during totality, and after the eclipse.  He found that 

the dimensions of the prominences increased during totality.  The color of the prominences 

changed from reddish to more white as distance increased from the limb.  Tacchini observed a 

‘white’ prominence that rose to 150,000 miles and then arched back towards the surface.  It 

produced a very bright continuous spectrum with H and K emission lines (see left side of Figure 

14).  He found no hydrogen lines.  This feature was superimposed against a pointed arch of 

coronal light that emitted highly-heated calcium’s violet rays.  This was considered evidence that 

white prominences did not represent the down rush of cold materials.  This might be the same 

arched ray that William Henry Pickering described as a hollow cone arranged with agitated curved 

jets (ibid.; Mitchell 1969: 118). 

 
 

Proctor (1876: 415, his italics) considered the prominences to be a direct product of eruptions 

in sunspot zones.  He proposed a theory whereby  “… a portion of the coronal light is due to the 

ejection of matter from the Sun, and either chiefly or wholly form those bands of the solar surface 

which we have thus far termed the ‘spot zones’.”   A problematic issue for Proctor was that the 

furthest extensions of the corona would necessitate an extraordinarily violent eruption to take place 

so as to produce initial velocities that would overcome the gravitational forces of the Sun.  He 

regarded jet prominences, which reach to heights up to 90,000 miles, as having the capability to 

eject coronal material in mostly gaseous form to heights at which the corona had not yet been 

observed.  He used Young’s observation of a mammoth eruption on 7 September 1871 that ejected 

Figure 14   K line and H line at of the chromosphere as would appear for a prominence (Dyson 
and Woolley 1937: Plate 5). 
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matter more than 200,000 miles in 10 minutes, to suggest an ejection velocity of well in excess of 

over the 255 miles sec-1 required to escape the Sun’s gravitational field in a vacuum (ibid.).  

 
2.4.2  Sunspot Cycles, Sunspot Distribution and the Form of the Solar Corona  

 
German astronomer Samuel Heinrich Schawabe is credited with the discovery of the periodicity of 

sunspots in 1843.  He placed the time interval between maximum and minimum numbers at about 

11 years.  Using observations of sunspot numbers from 1610 to 1891, Newcomb assigned times of 

6.51 years of decreasing numbers of sunspots and 4.62 years for increasing numbers.  The general 

consensus of solar observers was that the time interval of maximum to minimum was always 

significantly greater than that of the minimum to maximum segment of the cycle.  Sunspots were 

found localized nearer the solar equator and are infrequent at latitudes above ±40º.  This area was 

refined with most sunspots being found between 10º and 30º (Abbot 1929: 184-188, 193-194).   

 
Some general deductions were made relating sunspots to variations in the coronal appearance 

beginning at the 1860 eclipse.  Correlations were made between the general appearance of the 

corona and the level of solar activity.  Secchi contributed to a number of the following 

observations:  

 
1. When sunspots are numerous then the coronal form appears mostly developed over the 

equatorial sunspot zones, producing the quadrilateral form. 

2. During eclipses of sunspot minimum in 1867, 1878, and 1889 the corona displayed a long 

faint equatorial extension, and distinctly defined diverging polar rays referred to as brushes.  

3. During years of sunspot maxima, the corona displayed a star like circular form with equatorial 

wings, while polar rays or brushes were nearly absent.  The corona’s principal development 

was over the sunspot zones.  

4. At the 1878 eclipse it was observed that the green coronal line that characterized the corona 

was faint, corresponding to the number of sunspots at this sunspot minimum eclipse  

5. Proctor found the brightest coronal light radiation appeared over spot zones near the Sun’s 

equatorial region (Clerke 1908:166,175-178; Proctor 1871: 328-330; Young 1895: 256-257).  

 
Young predicted from his coronal observations at the 1870 eclipse that a correlation would be 

found between sunspot activity and the coronal form and internal structural features.  Coronal 

structure observed was in the vicinity of the sunspots (see Figures 15 and 16) (Young 1895: 257). 
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Figure 15 and Figure 16   Coronal form agitation near sunspot zones and                            
prominences during the 1871 total eclipse (Ranyard 1879: Plates). 

 
After the 1870 eclipse, Secchi found that jet prominences of rapidly changing character were 

only seen near sunspots.  Investigators were now connecting sunspots to prominences and 

prominences to the corona (Proctor 1876: 319).    

 
2.4.3  The ‘Atmospheric Glare’ Theory of the Corona  

 
The ‘Atmospheric Glare’ theory is that the corona’s visual existence is entirely due to the Earth’s 

atmosphere.  This would necessarily imply that the corona would appear as a distinctly local 

apparition.   Different eclipse parties along a lengthy path of totality would view a corona that 

would appear distinctly unique.  Local climatic conditions should certainly impact on coronal 

form.   This theory was first seriously challenged with the advent of coronal photography in 1860.   

Up to that point, the drawings of coronal character differed greatly giving weight to the ‘Glare’ 

theory.   The photographs by Secchi and W. De La Rue showed the existence of distinct coronal 

similarities.  

 
Following the 1869 eclipse, N. Lockyer updated the ‘Glare’ theory.  He proposed that there 

was indeed a bright inner corona reaching some five to six arc minutes from the Sun’s surface. He 

described the outer corona as an optical effect where any variations or detail should be visible 

across the darkened face of the Moon during totality.  Any variations would be caused by 

irregularities on the surface of the lunar limb (Clerke 1908: 182). 
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Lockyer’s view was sustained by Admiral Thomas Maclear who, spectroscopically at the 

eclipse of 1870 viewed bright lines everywhere including across the face of the lunar disc.  The 

observations were later attributed to high atmospheric diffusion caused by a layer of high thin 

clouds, and high levels of water molecules present during the eclipse (Clerke 1908:183).  

 
But at the same eclipse, strong evidence for a real outer corona was found by O. H. Willard 

and A. Brothers, who independently photographed two identical dark rifts from two separate 

stations at Cadiz, Spain, and Syracuse, NY, in the United States.  This was accepted as proof that 

this feature originated within the solar atmosphere.  For the first time, because of Brothers’s 

photograph, at the 10 March 1871 meeting of the Royal Astronomical Society, no one defended 

the Earth or Moon atmospheric theories.  Lockyer’s letter, read at the same meeting, referring to 

the observations at the two stations, ending with the comment, “A terrestrial atmospheric origin is 

quite out of the question.”  D. Balfour Steward’s letter addressed a coronal glare theory.  He 

questioned why no glare or coronal streamers were seen radiating across the lunar disc.  He 

concluded that these features should envelope the dark side of the lunar disc (Clerke 1908: 182-

183; Proctor 1876: 396-405, 408-409). 

 
From the observations made during the 1870 eclipse from differing elevations, the evidence 

showed that the corona was most distinct and brilliant under the dry clear skies, and that the 

opposite conditions only served to obscure the brightness and features of the corona. Additionally, 

the corona appeared brighter when closest to the Sun’s surface.  For the ‘Glare’ theory to prevail, 

the opposite effects should have been observed (Clerke 1908: 182; Proctor 1876: 414). 

 
Proctor (1876) utilized an eclipse shadow projection model, where a dark lunar shadow is cast 

onto the Earth’s surface, to show that the ‘Glare’ theory is erroneous.  He showed that the lighted 

atmosphere must get brighter to the edge of the lunar limb and then abruptly go dark.  He then 

described how another observer within the projection of the lunar shadow on Earth must see the 

exact same atmospheric lighting and shadow lines.  This lighted area of the sky near the Moon 

would then shift as the Moon’s disc passed across the Sun.  Proctor claimed that this was 

impossible to achieve.  In addition, the ‘Glare’ theory could not account for the light that 

originated from the prominences as having originated from the Sun (Proctor 1876: 369-371). 

 
2.4.4  The Corona is not a ‘Lunar’ Atmosphere  

 
After reviewing records of the 1567 eclipse in Rome, Johannes Kepler first attributed the coronal 

light as reflected light from matter near the Sun or Moon, however with a preference towards solar 
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phenomena.  After observing the eclipse of 3 May 1715, Newton could not decide whether the 

coronal effect belonged to the Sun or Moon.  French observer Chevalier de Louville attributed the 

apparition to a lunar atmosphere.  The possibility of a lunar atmosphere was proposed by German 

astronomer Johann Hieronymus Schrӧter, who saw what appeared to be lunar twilight on 24 

February 1792.   Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel, S. Newcomb and Sir J. Herschel used the arguments of 

lack of refractive index properties and extreme thinness of any such atmosphere as the only reason 

a lunar atmosphere could exist.  Don José Joaquim de Ferre, upon viewing the 16 June 1806 

eclipse from New York, predicted that the corona did not belong to the Moon as he measured its 

height to be 50 times that of the Earth’s atmosphere.  General consensus did not support his view 

(Clerke 1908: 66-67, 263). 

 
Through the period 1851 - 1859 it was theorized and generally accepted that prominences and 

coronal form relate to the Sun and not the Moon.  Professor Robert Grant in his History of 

Physical Astronomy (1852: 389) suspected that the form and appearance of the solar corona was 

solely a product of a solar atmosphere.  Coronal form was attributed to optical diffraction effects 

of the lunar limb during totality.  This important milestone would stand until 1869 when the 

spectroscope was applied to the corona to finally settle the question (Clerke 1908: 166; Guillemin 

1870: 244; Todd 1897b: 302; Young 1895: 250). 

 
The next major coronal origin test was on 4 January 1865.  Huggins observed an occultation of 

a star by the Moon with his spectroscope.  He found no absorption or refractive effects due to the 

presence of a lunar atmosphere (Clerke 1908: 263-264). 

 
At the 1869 eclipse, William Harkness and Young (1887) independently found the green 5303 

Å emission line to dominate the coronal spectra.  This line proved the existence of incandescent 

gas in the vicinity of the Sun.  They applied the known laboratory laws of the spectrum of a hot 

incandescent gas, and concluded that the corona belonged to the hot Sun and not the cold Moon 

(Proctor 1872: 348-352; Young 1895: 250-252).  This finding was confirmed at the 1870 eclipse.  

At the 1871 eclipse, photographs from stations a great distance apart showed identical coronal 

forms ( Young 1887: 223-225). 

 
Proctor (1872: 365-366) argued that for a significant lunar atmosphere to exist:  

 
1. More than half the lunar surface would be illuminated due to the refractive index of said 

atmosphere. 
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2. Any star, occulted by the Moon, would dim by light absorption of a lunar atmosphere and 

would then seem to stop at the lunar limb because of the refractive effects of the atmosphere. 

 
A lunar atmosphere would not account for the radial dark bars occasionally observed within the 

corona.  To account for the bars, the lunar atmosphere would have to extend to the Earth.  There 

was no evidence of any such lunar atmosphere (Proctor 1871: 369). 

 
2.4.5  The Corona as an Optical Diffraction Effect 

 
In 1715, French astronomers Joseph-Nicolas Delisle and Gabriel Philippe de La Hire postulated 

the existence of the corona due to diffraction of sunlight by the lunar limb as colored fringes 

appear around physical objects (Clerke 1908: 67). 

 
From 1851 to 1869, the majority of investigators still attributed the corona to optical 

diffraction effects caused by the lunar limb.  This view would continue to prevail until the eclipse 

of 1869 when American astronomer William Harkness, with his spectroscope, seemed to settle the 

question.  Studies by Arago, in support the corona as a solar atmosphere, were inconclusive; 

however, Liais in 1858 found the light of the corona to be polarized and firmly believed the 

innermost part of the corona to be a solar atmosphere (Guillemin 1870: 244-245; Todd 1897b: 

302; Young 1895: 250).  The subject would resurrect itself again after the 1882 eclipse. 

 
American astronomer Charles Shelden Hastings viewed the spectrum simultaneously on both 

sides of the eclipsed Sun at the 1882 eclipse.  He noticed that the 1474 K line changed heights 

corresponding to the left and right sides of the lunar limb as the Moon crossed the Sun.  Hastings 

brought his ‘diffraction’ hypothesis of the corona to the table in 1883, asking the following 

questions:  Has the corona an objective existence?  Is it anything more than an optical appearance 

depending upon diffraction?  He expounded that the outer corona has no real existence but is light 

scattered by diffraction of the intense inner coronal light by the lunar limb. Hastings concluded 

that the corona was limited to a narrow band near the chromosphere (Clerke 1908: 181-182).  His 

view was in direct conflict with the finding of the 1474 K emission line originating from a gas in 

the outer corona.  Hastings hypothesized that the formation of coronal streamers and rifts were 

attributed to the existence of spots or small areas of brilliance on the photosphere, and the effect 

of unequal illumination due to irregularities in the lunar limb.  His theory lacked support as it 

could not explain the coronal extensions seen at sunspot minima eclipses and that particles could 

reflect light and could exist at such large distances from the Sun (Mitchell 1923: 157; Mitchell 

1932: 156-157). 
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2.4.6  Meteoric and Cometary Theories  

 
Italian astronomer Giovanni Virginio Schiaparelli proposed a meteoric hypothesis in 1866 in 

which the sky in the vicinity of the Sun was full of meteoric material.  He proved that the Perseid 

meteors followed the path of Tuttle’s comet of 1862, and that the Leonids followed the orbit of 

Temple’s comet.  He hypothesized that coronal light resulted from sunlight created by streams of 

meteors.  Followers of this theory included Newton,  Abbe, and Lockyer (Mitchell 1923: 150). 

 
Young and Proctor both assumed the region near the Sun contained a large presence of 

meteoric mass.  They suggested that the density of meteors in the region of the Sun decreased with 

the square of the distance from the Sun, placing the probability of a dense mass of meteoroides in 

the vicinity where the corona is seen.  As further proof of the density of meteoric material, Proctor 

claimed the perturbations of the planet Mercury were likely caused by small intra-mercurial 

planets or a large belt of comets and meteors.  The incoming and outgoing material would be 

heated and agitated, glowing in an incandescent manner or vaporized entirely.  Then the most 

agitated of the material would be subject to electrical discharge, making for a very intense 

apparition at the time of a total eclipse of the Sun (Proctor 1876: 376-380; Young 1895: 264). 

 
Proctor and Young addressed a major problem with the meteoric theory from the observations 

of the 1871 eclipse.  Both stated that this theory could not explain the radial bars and streaks 

observed in the corona.  Young dismissed the theory based on observations made at the 1871 and 

1889 eclipse (Proctor 1876: 382-383; Young 1895: 265).  

 
Proctor defended the meteoric theory by declaring most theories were flawed in some way. He 

stated the presence of forces applied on comets by the Sun explained why the tails of comets point 

away from the Sun.  He correlated this with the coronal radial bars and streaks and the probable 

association of the corona with the aurora borealis (Proctor 1876: 382-383). 

 
Huggins (1885: 153-159) differentiated between meteoric and cometary matter and material 

coming from the Sun in his 1885 Bakerian Lecture: 

 
… These considerations appear to me to be of great weight in support of the view, 

that though some meteoroid and some cometary matter my fall into the Sun, the 

corona consists essentially of matter coming from the Sun … The corona must, 

there, consist of a fog in which the particles are incandescent, and in which the 
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gaseous matter does not form a continuous atmosphere … A fog, even so extremely 

attenuated, would probably be fully sufficient to give rise to the corona under the 

enormous radiation to which it is subjected. 

 
Lockyer presented his ‘Meteoric Hypothesis’ to the Royal Astronomical Society on 17 

November 1887.  This theory hypothesized that all luminous material in space consisted of 

meteors, concentrations of meteors, or highly-heated vaporized meteoric material.  While his 

theory addressed the content of nebulae, stars, and planets, it could also be applied to the content 

of the corona as well.  Lockyer described the corona as vaporized meteoric in content, material 

that is circulating in the solar atmosphere near sunspots, polar currents, and ray streamer 

extensions (Clerke 1908: 376; Lockyer 1887: 438).  Proctor (1876) argued that the ejection of 

matter into the solar corona in the regions of the solar prominences would have no effect on the 

massive numbers of meteors and comets present about the Sun (Proctor 1876: 414). 

 
Professor C. Abbe was convinced that the long rays he saw from Pikes Peak during the 1878 

eclipse were streams of meteors inbound to the Sun from the perihelion.  He predicted the region 

surrounding the Sun was filled with this type of material (Clerke 1908: 176-177). 

 
Comets had been observed to pass through the corona without any visual disturbance being 

noted.  It was believed that comets were a cloud-like apparition of simple makeup which could be 

illuminated by electrical discharge in a similar manner as the coronal structure.  Young applied 

this analysis of the illumination by electrical discharge within cometary – coronal structure as yet 

another blow to Hastings’ ‘Diffraction’ theory (Young 1895: 270). 

 
Huggins (1885) made a comparison of coronal rays with the appearance of comets’ tails due to 

repulsive forces from the Sun and illumination by electrical discharges.  Huggins’s idea was later 

supported by Russian astronomer Aleksey Pavlovich Hansky (1897) who thought that most 

coronal rays were hollow in the same manner as comet tails (Meadows 1970: 64). 

 
2.4.7  The Corona as a Magnetic or Electrical Phenomenon  

 
A well-developed theory of the corona based on magnetic or electrical ideas would not be 

developed until 1889 when American astronomer Frank H. Bigelow proposed his electro-magnetic 

hypothesis of the solar corona.  His work will be taken up in Chapter 5 of the thesis in conjunction 

with Schaeberle’s Mechanical Theory which came about as a result of the Lick Observatory 

eclipse expeditions. 
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L. Grosch considered his observations of dark bands, during the 1867 total eclipse, proof of 

strong magnetic forces at the northern pole of the Sun but found it problematic that the same 

sightings went missing at the Sun’s southern limit (Proctor 1871: 333). 

 
Young found three bright lines in the corona at the 1869 eclipse.  By comparing this 

observation with Winlock’s aurora spectrogram, he concluded and Proctor concurred that the 

corona was simply an electric discharge and was a permanent solar aurora (Proctor 1871: 339). 

 
Proctor (1876) argued that the luminance viewed in the Earth’s atmosphere which appeared 

electrical in nature, might be common to all regions that the Sun could reach.  Proctor also 

dismissed as not proven but somewhat probable, that there were electrical and magnetic forces 

present in the vicinity of the solar prominences.  Their presence would not explain the radial bars 

and streaks within the corona and could not affect the large concentrations of meteoric material 

believed to exist at great heights above the solar surface (Proctor 1876: 383, 414). 

 
Huggins (1885), in his Bakerian Report, described the behavior of coronal rays in the same 

way as that of comet tails responding to the repulsive forces of the Sun.  He attributed the 

brightness of coronal rays and comet tails to electrical discharges (Meadows 1970: 64): 

 
… I was led to the conclusion that the corona is essentially a phenomenon similar in 

the cause of its formation to the tails of comets – namely, that it consists for the most 

part probably of matter going from the sun under the action of a force, possibly 

electrical, which varies as the surface, and can therefore in the case of highly 

attenuated matter easily master the force of gravity even near the Sun.  Though many 

of the coronal particles may return to the Sun, those which form the long rays or 

streamers do not return; they separate and soon become too diffused to be any longer 

visible, and may well go to furnish the matter of the zodiacal light, which otherwise 

has not received a satisfactory explanation …We seem, therefore, to be forced to the 

theory that periodic changes in the outer Corona, sympathetic with periodic changes 

in solar activity, must be due to some solar radiation other than light – possible 

thermal or electrical.  
 

English scientist Michael Idvorsky Pupin conducted a series of laboratory based experiments 

where he photographed the electrical discharge from a small sphere in a vacuum.  His results 
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showed similarities in appearances between electrical-electrostatic discharges, magnetic forces, 

and coronal form and structure, and the aurora seen from Earth (see Figure 17).  

 
2.4.8  The Zodiacal Light and the Corona 

 
James Cassini observed the total eclipse of May 1706 in France and announced the light around 

the Sun was caused by the illumination of zodiacal light (Clerke 1908: 65-67). 

Figure 17    Pupin’s laboratory gas-electrical discharges images with their corona                                        
like similarities (Ball 1893: 227). 
 
Proctor (1876: 386-389) made a connection between the zodiacal light and the abundance of 

meteoric material which he suggests makes up part of the coronal rays.  Zodiacal light might be a 

projection of coronal material in the Earth’s atmosphere. He made a comparison of the coronal 

pink glow, changes in form, and changes in brightness, as similar to those of the zodiacal glow. 

Proctor claimed that the zodiacal light should increase in brightness as it extends toward the Sun 

and would appear in the form of the corona.  He then urged extreme caution in these views as there 

were many unknowns in the areas of meteoric content and distribution in space and suggested that 

other forms of magnetic, electrical, gravitational forces might be in play. 

 
Under the clear transparent skies on Pikes Peak, Langley reported the glowing light of the 

corona as being similar to that of the zodiacal Light.  Clerke argued that the zodiacal light should 

indeed be visible under the rarified atmosphere present at the high altitude of Pikes Peak.  A 

problem was the intense streamers observed in 1878 and bright polar streamers observed by 
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Grosch in 1869 which occurred during sunspot minima periods.  It seemed logical at the time to 

predict a stronger zodiacal light would exist during sunspot maxima (Clerke 1908: 176). 

 
2.4.9  The Chemical Elemental, Compound, Constitution of the Corona and Prominences 

 
The potential for spectral analysis as an important tool used to explain the chemical makeup of the 

Sun came nearly at the same time as the 1860 eclipse through the spectroscopic investigations of 

Gustav R. Kirchhoff.  Kirchhoff, working with Robert W. Bunsen, discovered that known spectral 

lines from heated elements in the laboratory matched those found in the solar spectrum.   

 
The spectroscope became a standard tool of eclipse and corona research beginning in the year 

1868.  With researchers preparing to make spectroscopic observations at the 1868 total solar 

eclipse, an unsuspecting George F. Chambers is quoted (Chamber 1867: 27; Mitchell 1923: 100): 

  
Spectrum analysis has taken a start within the last two or three years, chiefly owing to 

the assertions made that it enables us to ascertain something about the physical 

condition of the Sun.  The subject is too purely a physical one, and also in too infantile 

a state to require notices in these pages at present though the time may come. 

 
2.4.9.1 Spectral Observations of the Corona and Prominences 

 
The time did come in less than a year at the eclipse of 18 August 1868 when, French scientist 

Pierre Jules César Janssen, moments before 2nd contact and after 3rd contact, observed a strong 

yellow line with his spectroscope.  American solar astrophysicists L. Golub and J. M. Pasachoff 

(1997, 2009) believe this to be the most significant discovery ever to come from a total eclipse.  In 

error, Janssen assumed the line to be the Fraunhofer sodium D line pair.  He noticed that the 

wavelength observed was not in the right location of the spectrum, so he labeled the line D3 and 

labeled it ‘helium’ meaning helios; the Greek name for the Sun.  English astronomer J. Norman 

Lockyer came to the same findings within the same time period.  Helium was not identified in a 

laboratory until 1895.  Also in 1868, Major-General Tennant observed a faint continuous spectrum 

from the corona void of any bright or dark lines.  He later predicted that if he had narrowed the slit 

of the spectroscope, he might have seen any existing lines (Orchiston et. al. 2006; Proctor 1871: 

336-337).   In addition to the continuous spectrum, Herschel found three emission lines that were 

red, orange, and blue, that emanated from a long solar prominence (Abbot 1929: 138-141; Clerke 

1908: 167-169; Golub and Pasachoff 1997: 27-28; Guillemin 1872: 248-250; Proctor 1781: 336-

337). 
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It was during the total solar eclipse of 1869 that W. Harkness and C.W. Young, found the 

single most promising clue to the constitution of the corona.  Both men independently observed a 

green emission line at 5303 Å during totality.  This line came to be identified as an unknown 

element ‘coronium’.  Young confused the line with a known chromospheric line and assumed that 

‘coronium’ was lighter than hydrogen.  According to Golub and Pasachoff (1997: 37-38), the 

existence of and identification of the coronal 1474 K line would dominate solar astrophysics for 

the next 50 years (Pasachoff 2001: 46; 2008; Proctor 1871: 337-339; Young 1895: 250-251). 

 
During the 1871 eclipse, Lockyer applied a slitless spectrograph in a first attempt to find the 

height of gases in the corona.  He found that hydrogen extended uniformly about the Sun to a 

height of 200,000 miles.  Lorenzo Respighi at Poodacottah, with a slitless spectroscope, observed 

3 spectra from coronal material to a height of 200,000 miles.  Two of the spectra corresponded to 

hydrogen in a hot gaseous state.  The green 1474 K line was faintly observed.  Tennant and 

Herschel observed the 1474 K line as conspicuous in a coronal rift as in the adjacent streamers 

leading to the belief that the visible structure within the corona was independent of its gaseous 

content (Clerke 1905: 173-174, 183; Mitchell 1923: 148; Proctor 1876: 425- 426). 

 
During the 1876 eclipse the sodium bright line D3 was discovered to be double by Young, 

where the fainter of the two is the “coronial” line. Kirchhoff and Angstrom assigned the brighter 

line to iron.   It was considered very unlikely that the vapor of iron could exist in the corona and 

that it exceeded hydrogen in abundance (Young 1895: 257). 

 
The hydrogen and the green emission lines during the 1878 eclipse were weaker than in 1871, 

however there was a strong continuous spectrum.  This observation was puzzling in regards to the 

fainter long rays and strong polar features.  C.A. Young and John Robie Eastman of the Navy 

found the green line present around the Sun’s limb to a distance of 340,000 miles (Clerke 1908: 

117; Mitchell 1969: 113).  

 
For the 1882 eclipse, Lockyer used a prismatic spectral camera to record at least 2 emission 

lines related to the corona.  Shuster used his slit spectrograph to record 33 lines. He found the H 

and K lines to appear evenly spaced across the surface of the Moon during totality.  The sunspot 

maxima of this eclipse had strong coronium, however the Fraunhofer lines were intrinsically 

weaker than at the sunspot minima.  Tacchini observed new lines in the red and M.M. Thollon 

found new lines in the violet.  Many of the emission lines were observed only during totality and  

were considered as originating from the corona.  Some did suspect these lines were emitted from 
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the chromosphere.  Huggins concluded, from Shuster’s spectrograms which showed nearly 30 

inner coronal lines, that the brighter portions of the continuous and dark spectra were in the violet 

region of the spectrum between the G and H Fraunhofer lines (Clerke 1908: 178; Golub and 

Pasachoff 1997: 44; Meadows 1970: 62; Mitchell 1969: 115). 

 
The coronal Fraunhofer spectrum lines were photographed by Janssen during the 1883 eclipse 

for use in support of Lockyer’s ‘Dissociation’ theory (Lockyer 1887: 365; Mitchell 1969: 116). 

 
2.4.9.2 Janssen’s Hypothesis of Coronal Constitution 

 
Janssen’s 1871 eclipse spectroscopic observations were considered proof of the existence of matter 

in the vicinity of the Sun which displayed the physical and chemical properties of emission, 

absorption and polarization.  This material was in addition to the matter of meteors and comets.  

He predicted a corona that was a rarefied atmosphere of mostly hydrogen which extended well 

beyond the chromosphere and ‘protuberances’ and being similar to that of comets.  He assumed 

that coronal material originated from the ‘protuberances’ (Janssen 1872: 224). 

 
2.4.9.3 Lockyer’s ‘Dissociation’ Theory of the Corona 

 
Lockyer studied the importance of temperature in the interpretation of spectra and wrongly 

concluded, by his ‘Dissociation’ theory that chemical elements are broken up into less complex 

elements increasing temperatures.  Furthermore, he believed most chemical elements could not 

exist in the great heat near the photosphere and chromosphere.  If his theory was correct then only 

a continuous spectrum would appear closest to the photosphere.  Emission lines could only exist 

nearer the chromosphere and not in the coronal cooler regions.  No solid particles could have 

existed within the corona’s gaseous state.  No continuous spectrum or any Fraunhofer lines should 

be seen within the corona.  A continuous spectrum and Fraunhofer lines, deep in the corona, had 

been reported by Janssen at the 1871 and 1882 eclipses.  Lockyer asked Janssen to look for them 

at the 1883 eclipse for a final test of this theory.  Lockyer admitted, “If these statements regarding 

the corona were strictly accurate my hypothesis was worthless.” (Lockyer 1887: 365; Mitchell 

1969: 108-116; Young 1887: 89-92). 

 
Janssen found a large number of Fraunhofer lines within the corona at the 1883 eclipse.  The 

lines were produced by light scattered solid particles within the corona.  Hastings concurred with 

Janssen on these findings and was considered proof that the ‘Dissociation’ theory was wrong in 

regards to coronal constitution (Lockyer 1887: 365; Mitchell 1969: 116). 
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2.4.10 Reflection of Light within the Corona 

 
Solid particles within the corona could be studied by observations with the polariscope and 

spectroscope.  The polariscope made use of the polarization of scattered light from solid particles 

in the corona.  A positive conformation indicated that some of the corona was illuminated by 

scattered sunlight from solid particles.  The spectroscope makes use of the presence of Fraunhofer 

lines within the continuous spectrum to indicate the scattering of light by solid particles. 

 
At the 1858 eclipse, French astronomer Liais found the coronal light to be polarized, leading 

him to reason that a solar atmosphere existed well away from the Sun (Guillemin 1870: 145).  

During the 1868 eclipse, American observations yielded no results although, according to Proctor, 

astronomers believed that coronal light was polarized in a plane through the Sun’s center (Young 

1895: 254).   Polarization within the corona during the 1871 eclipse was found to a height of more 

than a million miles.  Janssen observed Fraunhofer lines in the continuous coronal spectrum 

(Clerke 1908: 173-174, 183; Mitchell 1923: 148; Proctor 1876: 425- 426).   Schuster’s 

recommendations for to obtain more precise data were not accomplished due to the difficulties 

encountered in making precise visual polariscopic measurements.   

 
Again during the 1878 eclipse, coronal observations confirmed the presence of reflected light 

highly concentrated near the lunar limb.  Reflected light was fainter at the extremities of the 

corona than during the 1870 and 1877 eclipses.  The Fraunhofer dark lines were stronger at the 

limb than in the outer corona.   

 
The polarization of light at the1883 eclipse, from particles, was weaker than in 1878, as was 

predicted for a sunspot maxima eclipse.  During the 1883 eclipse, Janssen and Hastings concluded 

that a great number of solid particles must exist in the corona to reflect all the light and produce a 

Fraunhofer spectrum (Clerke1908: 177-178; Lockyer 1887: 365; Mitchell 1969: 113-116). 

 
2.4.11 Brightness of the Corona Studies  

 
The first scientific attempt to measure coronal brightness was made during the 1842 eclipse by a 

short-sighted Belli who compared the light of the fuzzy coronal image to that of a candle placed at 

a distance of 1.8-meters (Young 1895: 254).  Crude estimates of coronal brightness were made by 

Struve who found the innermost part of the corona to be exceptionally bright, and Airy who 

equated coronal brightness with that of a full Moon (Proctor 1871: 322-323).  At the 1860 eclipse, 
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Secchi estimated the coronal light to be equal to that of an electric lamp but failed to record the 

lamp intensity and the observer’s distance from the lamp, necessary information to obtain a 

quantitative numerical value.  Bruhns made a more general description of coronal light as highly 

intense ‘twinkling’ light.  During the annular eclipse of 1867, German amateur astronomer Samuel 

Heinrich Schwabe at Dessau, remarked that the light of the corona was more intense than the light 

of the atmosphere in the direction of the Moon.  During the total eclipse of 1867, Grosch 

compared the brilliance of the coronal light to that of the bluish light produced by electro-

magnetism (Proctor 1871: 329-332).  During the 1870 eclipse, coronal brightness studies were 

similar to those of Belli in 1842 which were made by comparing coronal light to that of a candle 

flame.  E.C. Pickering’s assistant W.O. Ross’s attempts to compare the general illumination of the 

corona with the light of a candle failed.  His reasoning was that general light scattering in the 

Earth’s atmosphere masked the coronal light (Young 1895: 254).  Brothers estimated, from a 

photograph, that the coronal brightness was of the order of the full Moon (Ranyard 1879: 649). 

 
The general luminosity of the 1878 corona was observed to be just a fraction of a much 

brighter 1871 corona.  Harkness reported in (1870 -1871) compared to 1878, a ratio of 7:1 while 

Lockyer reported a higher ratio of 10 : 1 (Mitchell 1969: 112-113).  Coronal brilliance of the 1882 

eclipse was reported as exceeding that of the 1878 corona with no comparison ratios to previous 

eclipses having been made.  The intrinsic photographic brightness of the 1886 corona was found 

by W.H. Pickering to be 1/54 that of the full Moon (Clerke 1908: 177, 185).  

 
2.4.12 Rapid Changes or Motion within the Corona 

 
Observing from Carrickfergus, Scotland, Dr. Wyberd, from his observations during the 29 March 

1652 eclipse, reported an apparent Moon to corona rotary shift after 2nd contact.  A more vivid 

description of rotary coronal motion was made by Don Antonio d’Ulloa after 2nd contact during 

the eclipse of 1778.  He mentioned that the corona consisted of many rays of unequal length that 

had a rapid rotor motion like a revolving firework (Proctor 1876: 320-334). 

 
At the 1842 eclipse, Francis Baily saw the corona akin to a flickering gas flame, while Otto 

Struve described the corona as being in violent agitation.  Astronomer Royal G.B. Airy’s view of 

unchanging light within the corona during the 1851 eclipse conflicted with others who saw rapid 

flickering and rotary motion within the corona.  At the 1860 eclipse, Bruhns described the corona 

as intense ‘twinkling’ light, while Grant saw the corona as motionless (ibid. 325-328, 334-338; 

Ranyard 1879: 562).  
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Proctor (1876: 338-339) claimed the observations of rapid motion were due to optical illusions 

but conceded that with so many differing observations regarding coronal form that it would be far 

easier to accept internal coronal motion as being real.  Young (1910: 263-264) wrote the same type 

of rapid movement observations off as ‘mere imagination’, though some movement might be 

apparent due to the passing of thin clouds. 

 
A more substantial proof of denying the existence of rapid motion within the corona was to be 

found in the coronal photographs made by Seechi and De La Rue taken from different stations 

during the 1860 eclipse.  Both sets of photographs displayed an unchanging coronal form.  Young 

(1910) used a number of eclipse plates obtained during different eclipses and from different 

eclipse stations as proof of lack of rapid motion within the corona.  But he did suggest the 

possibility of longer term changes of days or months and very small perceptible changes that 

might also occur (Proctor 1876: 341).  Newcomb looked for evidence of coronal rotation during 

the 1868 eclipse, but results were negative (Proctor 1871: 344).  The study of possible coronal 

motion would extend well into the Lick Observatory eclipse expedition series. 

 
2.4.13 The Sun’s Gravitational Field and the Corona 

 
From his findings during the 1871 eclipse, Lockyer was able to explain that if the Sun’s 

atmosphere obeyed the laws of gravity, then it should extend out only 4,000 miles.  So, why is 

hydrogen being observed at 200,000 miles from the solar limb, the green ‘coronium’ line to 

300,000 miles, and streamers out to 106 plus miles (Proctor 1876: 424-426; Young, 1895: 149)?  

The long extensions of the rays at the 1878 eclipse again led to questions of how the solar 

atmosphere could exist at such a distance under the influence of gravity (Mitchell 1969: 113). 

 
2.4.14 The Temperature of the Corona  

 
Evidence that the corona is extremely hot was overlooked when Lockyer made spectroscopic 

sightings of emission lines of coronal gases during the 1869 eclipse.  The discovery of 

incandescent gas within the corona was an indication of heated coronal material in a gaseous state.  

According to Golub and Pasachoff (1997: 28), there would not be an understanding of coronal 

temperatures until nearly 60 years later with the invention of the coronagraph by Lyot in 1930 and 

the theoretical work of Edlén. 
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Thomas Alva Edison sent his tasimeter in the first attempt to measure coronal  temperature.  

His results, to some extent, indicated the presence of a heated corona (Clerke 1908: 177). 

 
2.4.15 Three Dimensional Coronal Form as Viewed in Two Dimensions 

 
In his analysis of Father Secchi’s quadrilateral form observations during the 1860 eclipse, Proctor 

concluded that coronal form was the result of radiation from regions of the solar surface which, 

while being three dimensional in actual shape, were only seen in two dimensions from Earth. 

According to Proctor, “The true figure of the corona would resemble that due to the rotation of two 

hyperbolas having the same axes, around one of the axis.” (Proctor 1871: 327-328).  Proctor’s 

rationale would play an important part in the foundation of Schaeberle’s Mechanical Theory of the 

solar corona detailed in Chapter 5. 

 
Ranyard (1879: 656-657), in regards to the rays observed during the 1871 eclipse, stated: 

 
A straight ray cannot by projection be seen as curved – nor could a curve of single 

curvature be projected into a curve exhibiting contrary flecture.  And though a ray 

which is not normal to the sun’s surface may as seen in perspective appear radial to 

the sun’s limb, a ray which does not appear radial to the sun’s limb cannot be normal 

to the sun’s surface … for two curved rays seen in projection might appear as a single 

branching ray.  

 
British Captain George Lyon Tupman described the appearance of some of the coronal rays 

present at the 1871 eclipse: “If the sphere were entirely covered with very pointed, self-luminous 

cones, with their axes radial, it would present the appearance of the corona.” (ibid. 1879: 699). 

 
2.4.16 Coronal Appearance Before and After Totality 

 
The corona was often reported visible before 2nd contact when the solar disk was completely 

obscured and then again visible for a brief time after 3rd contact as the solar disk re-emerged.  Petit 

in 1860 saw the corona twelve minutes before 2nd contact.  For the April 1865 eclipse, Proctor and 

Secchi respectively reported that the corona was still visible nearly thirty-six seconds and forty 

seconds after 3rd contact.  Lockyer saw it three minutes after in 1871.  Ranyard (1879) gives a 

further listing of coronal sightings outside of totality (Proctor 1871: 330; Ranyard 1879: 82; 

Young 1896: 256).  This form of observation was dropped from reports after 1871 as there was no 

real scientific information obtained as a result of the these timings. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

 
The science of the coronal studies advanced at an unparalleled rate leading up to the Lick 

Observatory eclipse expeditions.  Herbert Hall Turner of the Royal Astronomical Society eclipse 

committee listed three problems that were up for consideration by the international eclipse parties 

in 1889 as the first LO expedition was being initiated (Turner 1889b: 2-8): 

 
1.   During a time interval of hours between stations along the path of totality, does the corona 

change perceptibly? 

2.   Are the observed multiple extensions of light from the corona true appendages of the corona 

or only diffused light from the sky? 

3.   Does the light of the corona produce varying photometric values for different parts of the 

corona?  

 
By 1888, this is a list of what was known about the solar corona: 

 
1. The corona and the prominences belong to the Sun.  The lunar atmosphere, lunar diffraction, 

and glare theories having been be considered and discarded. 

2. The constitution of the corona is highly complex involving yet-undetermined chemical, 

magnetic, and electrical properties. 

3. The corona contained hydrogen, ‘coronium’ and other elements in an incandescent state that 

absorbed light. 

4. The corona contained solid matter that reflects sunlight, that could be measured by 

polarization and spectrographic techniques. 

5. Some coronal content may have been inter-stellar in nature and therefore did not originate 

from the Sun.  

6. Coronal form followed the sunspot cycle with the brightest illumination and structure found 

over sunspot zones. 

7. Agitation of coronal structure was related to prominences and other photospheric – 

chromospheric disruptions. 

8. The corona was responding to forces other than gravitational. 

9. There may have been a connection between the corona and the zodiacal light. 

 
So by the start of the Lick Observatory’s solar eclipse expeditions, this would represent an 

observing list for coronal studies: 
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1. Direct visual and telescopic observations of the corona. 

2. Making of permanent coronal records by drawings and photography. 

3. Photometric measurement of the intensity of light of the general coronal form at different 

stages of the eclipse. 

4. Spectroscopic observations (both visual and photographic) of the spectra of the 

chromosphere, of the prominences, and of coronal form and structure. 

5. Polarization and spectrographic studies of the particle content of the light of the corona. 

6. The continued search for any coronal motion, either short or long-term, and any internal 

coronal structural motion. 

7. Coronal temperature determinations with the bolometer. 

 
 

Total eclipse of the Sun. Weird colors produced by aqueous vapor in the Earth’s atmosphere.  A 
painting by Krantz (Todd 1897b: Plate I, 298). 
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CHAPTER THREE     40 FOOT SCHAEBERLE CAMERA 

 
3.1 Introduction 

 
Staff astronomer John Martin Schaeberle conceived a long focal length camera following the 

December 1889 solar eclipse at Cayenne, French Guiana.  This instrument was first used at the 

1893 total eclipse at Mina Bronces in Chile, and would become the hallmark of the Lick 

Observatory’s eclipse expeditions.  It would not be replaced until the 1930 solar eclipse at 

Fryeburg, Maine.   

 
Schaeberle was born on 10 January 1853 in Oeschelbronn, Wurtemberg, Germany, and 

emigrated to the United States of America in 1853.  His early life was spent in Ann Arbor, 

Michigan, where he broadened his knowledge of skills in a number of ways that would make him 

an accomplished astronomer.  Prior to arriving at the Observatory, his work experience included 

three years as a machine shop apprentice.  He then studied astronomy and mathematics at the 

University of Michigan, acting as Assistant at the University of Michigan Observatory in 1876, 

and latter becoming Instructor of astronomy and Acting Professor.  He spent a great deal of time as 

an amateur telescope-maker, where he constructed a variety of reflecting telescopes up to 24 

inches in aperture.  He then used them to discover several comets and to conduct celestial 

photography.  In 1888, he arrived at the Lick Observatory, which was under the Directorship of 

Edward S. Holden.  He became actively involved in studies of the solar corona while assisting 

with the Observatory’s two highly successful eclipse expeditions in the year of 1889.  In addition 

to his solar studies, he made many contributions to the general observing programs of the 

observatory.  He observed the satellites of Mars in 1890. In 1891 he studied the characteristics and 

oribital elements of Barnard’s comet, used the 36-inch equatorial to observe Uranus and search 

any satellites, observed Jupiters satellites and their surface markings.  In 1892 he discovered a new 

variable star in Aries and reported on a new nebula in Auriga.  Refer to the Appendix 3 for 

additional biographic information.  He served as Acting Director of the LO for a brief period of 

less than a year in 1897-1898, before retiring from the field of astronomy at the age of 54 (Hussey 

1924: 309-311).  

 
Schaeberle worked closely with staff astronomer Edward Emerson Barnard to prepare a fully-

photographic program for the December 1889 eclipse at Cayenne, French Guiana.  Barnard 

brought photography to the LO and pioneered its use in astronomy.  He was noted for helping 

Holden with his photographic atlas of the Moon and his own photography of the Milky Way.  Staff 
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astronomer Sherburne Wesley Burnham joined Schaeberle on the expedition.  Burnham had 

established his credentials as a skilled double-star observer and as an expert on photographic films 

and processing (Osterbrock et al. 1988: 68-71).  Schaeberle used packing-crate wood to 

temporarilly erect an 18-inch aperture Newtonian reflector telescope of 150 inches focal length.  

This instrument featured his hand-figured mirror made in 1880.  Supporting a primitive wood 

mounting was a massive cannon carriage.  The tube was made of barrel hoops covered with dark 

canvas cloth (Holden 1891b: 27-32).  His twelve 4 x 4 inch plates were considered successful, for 

their larger image scale, even though they were badly overexposed.  Holden (1890g) informed 

Regent Charles F. Crocker, who had financed the entire expedition out of his own pocket:  

 
The Lick Observatory expedition succeeded while NO other expedition (as I 

know) has succeeded at all.  These twelve photographs will be the data on which 

all the world will have to depend. It is a great credit to America, to the state, and 

to the Lick Observatory.  Burnham and Schaeberle have no superiors … The 

English astronomers, are, I see, are doubting the reality of the extensions of the 

corona, first photographed.  There is no doubt, really, for I found it on 

photographs taken from different places and or eye drawings …  

 
Schaeberle’s results from Cayenne and his concurrent development of a new mechanical 

coronal theory dictated the need for even larger scale images of the inner corona to reveal fine 

detail.  This encouraged him to take the long focal length – large image scale initiative further. 

 
Schaeberle considered his options for a new long focal length camera.  He correctly surmised 

that the arrangement and operation of the photographic plate holder, at the high end of a 

Newtonian reflector, would have been a formidable challenge.  Schaeberle was no doubt aware of 

a Newtonian’s outer field aberration defect caused by its parabolic mirror surface, and later 

published three papers on the subject, one in the AN and two in the AJ (Schaeberle 1897; 

Schaeberle 1898a; Schaeberle 1898b).  Schaeberle selected the refractor optical configuration, 

knowing its images would be more accessible near ground level.   

 
He decided to assemble a direct-imaging refractor telescope instead of the horizontal telescope 

design then in favor with other solar researchers.  Schaeberle (1892) reasoned:  

 
1.    The horizontally-mounted telescope required the addition of flat plane mirrors in the form of 

the traditional heliostat.  The Sun’s rays were reflected to the objective lens of the fixed 

telescope.  The additional optical surfaces were certain to degrade the quality of the image.  
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2.    During exposures, made with a heliostat system, image-rotation occurs due to the change in 

the hour-angle of the Sun.  Image rotation degraded an image during a long photographic 

exposure (Schaeberle 1895: 2). 

 
His reasoning was further refined by William W. Campbell (1908b: 75-76).  Campbell later 

published his thoughts on the advantages of Schaeberle’s design while summarizing the results 

from  the 1908 eclipse (Campbell and Albrecht 1908d: 8-9):  

 
1.    A lens, with its tube assembly mounted well above the ground, is subjected to far less image-

degrading ground heat-radiation, than a horizontal telescope with its optics at ground level. 

2.    Campbell’s change of the camera’s support system to a tower design, in 1898, resulted in a 

lens support system that was easily ventilated minimizing the effects of ground-heat radiation. 

3.    Like Schaeberle, Campbell agreed that the additional optics required by the horizontal 

telescope were to be avoided, all things considered.    

4.    The focus remained nearly constant with the direct image telescope.  The additional optical 

elements of a heliostat system, with its plane or coelostat mirror, will change focus rapidly due 

to the expansion of its additional optical surface under direct exposure to the full Sun. 

5.    Driving clock errors are more pronounced in a long focal length coelostatic camera.  

6.    The objective lens of a direct camera can be collimated at the precise position of mid-totality. 

7.    The objective lens of the direct refracting telescope can be shielded from the wind whereas the 

mirrors of the horizontal telescope are exposed to the elements. 

 
Schaeberle’s camera would be rigidly fixed in place.  This necessitated mounting the objective 

lens and plate holder on individual support structures and then aligning them to point directly at 

the predicted position of the totally eclipsed Sun.  The normal observatory method of mounting an 

instrument on a massive equatorial mounting, that would follow the Sun, was immediately 

recognized as impossible.  Such a mounting would be too bulky and heavy to transport and install 

on site.  Thus, the long focal length Schaeberle Camera was born.   

  
3.2  The 40 Foot Schaeberle Camera 

 
The Schaeberle Camera (henceforth Camera) will be presented in two parts.  The first half will 

describe the Camera as first set up on Mt. Hamilton and then taken on expeditions in 1893 and 

again in 1896 with some modifications.  The Second part will describe the Camera after William 

W. Campbell changed the supporting structure at the 1898 eclipse.  It was used in the new 

configuration continuously until 1923. 
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3.2.1  The Original Schaeberle Camera Configuration 

Schaeberle’s design entailed mounting the objective lens, the moving photographic plate-holder 

and the cover frame independent of each other.  This would give maximum stability to the 

individual components and ensure that any vibrations from the cover frame section due to windy 

conditions would not transmit to the objective lens or plate-holder.  Likewise, slight disturbances 

during the handling of the plates would not reach the objective lens.  This philosophy of assembly 

by isolation would carry over to the placing of the lens shades and stray light baffleing.  

Schaeberle (1895: 2) realized and remarked, “Any advantage due to the large scale given by a 

telescope 40 feet long will, in a great measure, be lost unless great stability of the image on the 

photographic plate is secured.” 

 
To test the feasibility of his concept for the instrument, Schaeberle mounted the 5 inch 

aperture 40 foot focal length, Alvan Clark lens from the photoheliograph in the slit of the 

Observatory’s meridian circle room.  The photographic focus was determined by taking a number 

of long exposures, letting stars trail across the image plane while the plate-holder was moved in 

increments along the optical axis.  Another set of exposures was made, but this time, the plate-

holder was tilted 45° to the optical axis.  These tests set the best focal length for this lens at 40 feet 

and 1.2 inches from the nearest surface of the lens (ibid.).  The quality of the images made at best 

focus indicated that the lens could produce excellent results. 

 
The initial form of the 

Camera, as it was to be used 

in Chile at Mina Bronces in 

1893, was erected in the 

autumn of 1892, at the LO for 

a field test, see Figure 18.  

The instrument survived 

several stormy days without 

any serious problems.  Test 

exposures of the Moon and 

star fields ranged from 1s to 

32 seconds.   

Figure 18  The Camera as first 
tested on Mt. Hamilton (Mary 
Lea Shane Archives). 
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Figure 19  The original plate-holder as it appeared at the December 1889 eclipse site.  The drive 
clock (upper-right) released the plate carriage on a wire cable (Mary Lea Shane Archives). 
 

 

The results were promising for eclipse imaging.  The ability to change plates quickly was tested 

and found satisfactory (Eddy 1971: 4; Schaeberle 1895: 3-4). 

 
The Camera’s entire length was kept near the sloping ground with its Clark lens supported on 

an inclined plank 2 feet below the upper end of the cloth-frame that covers the optical path.  The 

photographic plate track with its moving plate carriage system was mounted on its own pier.  The 

Camera’s optical path covered-frame was made with large dimensions to minimize internal light 

reflections.  Its canvas-cloth was painted black, both inside and out.  The dimensions of the 

assembly ranged from 2 x 2 feet square at the objective lens end to 4 x 4 feet square at the plate 

end.  Iron rings were sewn into the fabric every several feet and were attached to the supporting 

tube framework.  The cover frame support consisted of 3 x 3 inch posts 6 feet long that were 

placed, in pairs at 6 foot intervals, vertically up the sloping ground of the hill.  The rigid tube 

frame was made of 1 x 3 inch wood secured to the posts both longitudinally and crosswise to the 

optical path.  A 6 foot square canvas room covered the plate area, see Figure 19.  To protect some 

of the tube structure and plate-holder from errant weather conditions, excavation of a pit area was 

deemed necessary where ground conditions would permit (ibid.).   
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3.2.1.1 Moving Plate-Holder 

 
Schaeberle designed a moving plate-holder that would follow the diurnal motion of the Sun.  This 

design would keep the Sun’s image centered on the photographic plate during the time of totality 

for the planned exposures of longer duration.   

 
       Schaeberle assembled a quadrilateral iron frame track guide for a wheeled triangular shaped 

plate-holder.  The plate-holder traveled on three ‘carefully’ made wheels.  The lower wheels had 

knife-edges that followed a V groove cut into the face of the iron framework.  The top wheel rode 

on the top frame member.  The track surfaces were machined as smoothly as possible. 

 
Then, Schaeberle devised the four step procedure for setting the proper plate velocity to follow 

the linear motion of the Sun:    

 
1.   The linear motion was obtained by using the Sun’s hourly motion from the ephemeris on the 

date and time of the eclipse.  

2.   This hourly motion, along with the focal length of the Camera, was used to compute the 

distance that the Sun’s image would travel on a stationary photographic plate.  

3.   The clock, that governed the rate of motion of the plate carriage, was then adjusted so as to 

keep the Sun’s image motionless on the plate.  The clock mechanism originated from one of 

the Observatory’s chronometers.  Schaeberle (1895: 3) described the adjustment of the clock:      

 
The lateral motion (diurnal) was given to the plate by the unwinding of a strong, 

flexible wire wound around a drum mounted on the clock’s winding axis.  The size of 

this drum was determined by computation, and the final adjustment of the velocity 

was then made by shifting the balls of the centrifugal governor.  The motive power 

was a weight at the extremity of a cord hung over a pulley and attached to the slide. 

  
4.   Any further slight correction, for the curved diurnal motion of the Sun, was provided by 

inserting a wedge, the thickness of the change in path under diurnal motion, under one 

extremity of the guides, thus causing a known rotation about the other extremity.  

 
To make the last final adjustments of the entire plate system, two methods were used: 

 
A.  A fixed eyepiece was placed to observe stellar images at the negative’s plane.  Fine 

adjustments were made until there was no apparent movement of the stellar sources over time. 
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B.   Long exposure plates of stellar sources were made and inspected for any residual motion in 

the star’s position (Schaeberle 1895: 35). 

 
3.2.1.2         Positioning the Camera 

 
It was necessary to know the positional coordinates of the eclipse site so as to fabricate and align 

the supports for the Camera.  To align the Camera to the precise position in the sky computations 

were made to determine a point on the central line of the Moon’s shadow path.  Once at the eclipse 

site, a sextant and chronometer were used to refine the Camera’s placement.  

 
3.2.2  The Camera as Revised by Schaeberle and Campbell in 1898  

 
By the time of the 1898 eclipse, Schaeberle and Campbell had revised and refined most of the 

components and alignment − focusing procedures of the Camera.  These changes were made to 

ease the Camera’s setup and refine its capabilities to insure consistent results.       

 
3.2.2.1 Alignment and Focusing Procedure Revised 

 
Campbell provided a description of the Camera after many of the revisions had been made, in a 

letter to Professor Ormond Stone’s inquiry about details of the Camera (Campbell 1899c). The 

Clark lens, along with a plate holder, were mounted on the tube and aligned with the optics of the 

great 36 inch refractor (Figure 20).  According to Campbell, “The important details are given”.   

 
Figure 20   Campbell’s drawing depicting the mounting of the Clark photoheliograph lens and plate 
holder on the tube of the 36 inch refractor (SA, Campbell 1899 copybook). 
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A circular hole, just large enough to admit the lens cell of the Clark lens, was cut into a 12 

inch square piece of wood 2 inches thick.  This piece was fixed to a support which was rigidly 

attached to the 36 inch tube of the great 36 inch refractor.  The axis of the 5 inch Clark lens was 

adjusted parallel to the optical axis of the 36 inch telescope.  A 4 x 5 inch plate-holder was 

mounted on a bracket and attached to the side of tube of the 36 inch telescope in line with the 

Clark lens.  The plate-holder could be tilted up to 45°. 

 
The Clark lens was carefully collimated, so that its axis passed through the center of the plate.  

This was done at night using a candle flame as a light source.  The candle was held in position at 

the middle of the plate-holder.  The lens was tilted, first by coarse screws which fastened the wood 

block to the iron brackets, and later by the abutting screws, until the candle flame and its 

reflections from the lens elements were all in one straight line.   

 
The plate-holder was held in position on two blocks, with its ends resting snugly in grooves, 

so that the West end was 2 inches nearer the lens than the central calculated focus of the lens, the 

East end of the plate-holder was set outside this focus.  The center of the photographic plate 

remained at the center of the focus of the lens.   

 
A steel tape measure was fastened with its end in contact with the lower edge of the lens cell.  

The lower end of the tape passed over the plate-holder bracket and had a five pound weight 

attached to give it tension.  A 4 x 5 inch glass was put in place of the photographic plate, and the 

distances from the lens cell to the West and East edges of the plate measured to nearest 1/16 inch.  

At night, a photographic plate was placed in the holder and the telescope directed towards some 

bright stars.  The stars were allowed to trail across the plate twice, with the declination varied 

slightly each time.  The plate was taken out and the West end re-labeled South.  The plate was 

reinserted and re-exposed in the same method as above.  The part of the trail in focus was found.  

Interpolating for its position between West and East, the distances from the edges of the cell to the 

focal plane was found.  The plate-holder was then angled for best focus. 

 
The above operations were carried out on warm nights and with the telescope pointed 

approximately in the same altitude and azimuth that it would have at the eclipse.  All of the 

conditions predicted for the eclipse were duplicated here, as nearly as possible.  At future eclipses, 

the pictures were found beautifully sharp (Campbell 1899b). 

. 
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3.2.2.2 Revised Moving Plate-Holder System 

 
A refined moving plate-holder was constructed by the Observatory machinist under daily 

supervision.  According to Campbell, no shop drawings were made nor computations kept of the 

plate-holder’s construction.  In the same letter to Stone, Campbell provided detailed drawings and 

parts descriptions of the plate carriage, track assembly, plate-holder and plate boxes: 

 
From my description and sketches, you will have no trouble in designing one.  As the 

Sun will move up and south during the eclipse, in the curved diurnal path, the plate 

holder must move down and to the North, in a slightly curved path, concave to the 

southward.  The plate carriage travels on five wheels about 1½ inch in diameter.  

Four wheels at its southern edge and one at its northern side.  The one wheel at the 

North edge and two wheels at the South edge simply bear the carriage up from the 

supporting track.  Their axles are oriented North and South.  The other two wheels at 

the South side guide the carriage along the curved side of the track.  The track 

construction is shown in the following sketch … (Campbell 1899b). 

 
The plate carriage track assembly (Figure 21) consisted of a flat plate with track guides whose 

parts are designated as A, A’, B, B’, C, D and E.  Piece A is the curved track of brass or iron (½ x 

3 x 72 inches) to guide the plate carriage in its diurnal path.  Its edge faces the South and is curved 

to the proper path of diurnal motion by calculations.  Strip A’ (¼ x 1 ½ x 72 inches) is curved on 

Figure 21  Plate carriage track drawing showing the arrangement of the curved wheel guides 
(SA, Campbell 1899 copybook). 
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its North facing side and is the actual curved guide for the wheels of the plate holder.  It is screwed 

to A so that it projects 1 inch above A.  The other two plate carriage wheels bear on the upper face 

of A. 

   
Part B is a straight edge piece of brass or flat iron (½ x 3 x 48 inches).  Attached to the South 

end of B is a brass safeguard strip B’ (¼ x 1 ½ x 48 inches) to prevent the plate carriage from 

accidentally being knocked off the track.  The North wheel of the plate carriage runs on B. 

 
There are four pieces C, of equal length, to give cross support to the two track pieces A and B.  

Attached to the East facing sections of C are two brass pieces E to support the pulley H and 

provide additional rigidity to the track support pieces.  In a similar fashion, the other two brass 

pieces E are fastened to the West facing members C to support pulley D. 

 
The plate carriage consists of a skeletal frame with parts a b c d e f made of brass (see figure 

22).  These pieces need to be attached firmly together to avoid flexure in the assembly. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22  Plate carriage drawing showing the top plate overlay on the skeletal frame and the 
position of the plate-holder (SA, Campbell 1899 copybook). 

Attached to the top of the skeletal frame is a sheet of 1/16 inch brass or sheet iron with corners 

labeled M, N, O and P.  Side MN is 28 inches, sides MP and NO are 24 inches and side OP is 24 

inches.  This top piece is fastened to the skeletal frame by screws.  Two holes, I and J, are cut in 

plate for the camera operator’s hands to handle the plate boxes. 
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Each plate-holder is a thin wooden box with a removable lid.  Its four corners are labeled Q, 

R, S, and T.  It is held in place on the plate carriage (Figure 3.5) by metal stops X, Y and Z which 

are mounted on spacers X’, Y’ and Z’.  This forms a three-point support system to float the plate-

holder 1/16 inch from the top of the plate carriage. 

  
According to Campbell (1889b), the metal track assembly is supported on the ground by a 

wooden framework described as follows: 

   
The track assembly parts A and B are supported throughout their length on two 

scantlings about 2 x 4 inches, and these scantlings in turn are the upper pieces of the 

strong wooden framework whose level rectangular base is about 2 x 6 feet.  The base 

is rigidly fastened to the earth and whose upper surface is normal to the Sun’s 

direction.  From the known elements of the eclipse the observer’s position, the 

azimuth of the base line of the supporting framework can be computed and set off at 

the station by compass, approximately.  Similarly the height of each corner of the 

framework may be computed.  Adjusting screws for the track are firmly held by the 2 

x 4 inch scantling, and press against the faces of A’ and B’, for final adjustments to 

diurnal motion.  To finally bring the plate into delicate focus, the lens may be moved 

in or out (and collimated anew).  

 
The clock’s connection to the new plate carriage is described by Campbell.  A wire cable of 

one-eighth inch attached to the carriage was run to pulley D on the track assembly and then down 

to the drum of the clock.  The clock releases the cable permitting the carriage to move down by its 

own weight with the solar image.  According to Campbell (ibid.), “This ‘releasing’ principle is 

much better than the usual one of ‘breaking’”.  If additional weight was needed to give a smooth 

motion to the carriage, a weight could be attached to a wire cable, run over pulley H on the track 

assembly and affixed to the plate carriage.  This additional weight, in practice, was never used. 

 
3.2.2.3 Revised Frame and Cover 

 
The wood cover frame was left behind at the mining camp in 1893. The frame and cover were 

redesigned to make setup easier.  The frame was replaced with an iron pipe assembly for the 1896 

eclipse in Japan.  The iron frame was constructed of ½ inch inside diameter gas pipe 40 foot long, 

1½ feet square at the top and 4½ feet square at the bottom.  The construction of the frame, by a 

local pipe-fitter, took three days.  Cost of the pipe was $8.00 dollars (ibid.).  See Figure 23 for an 

image of the assembly of the pipe frame together in 1922 at Wallal, Australia. 
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Figure 23   Gas-pipe tube frame of the Camera during assembly at the 1922 eclipse at Wallal, 
Australia (Mary Lea Shane Archives). 

 
The painted canvas tube cover was ruined at the 1893 eclipse by strong winds.  It was replaced 

with an exterior 8 oz white duck cloth cover and lined on the inside with two thicknesses of black 

muskin.  Campbell (ibid.) commented, “The outsides must not be astinic.  Black outside absorbs 

the heat which is extremely objectionable.”  The dimensions of the tube fabric were 40 feet long, 

4¾ feet square at the bottom and 1½ foot square at the top.  This cover was fitted with ⅜ inch iron 

rings about 12 to 15 inches along its longitudinal length and apart on the four corners for securing 

to the pipe frame with cord.  A strong cord was used so as to prevent tearing of the cloth in strong 

winds.  The cover material, along with additional material for a 7 x 10 foot tent to cover the plate 

area and lower end of the frame, was ordered from Neville and Co. of San Francisco (Holden 

1896a).  The cost of the tube cover was $24.25.  The 100 yards of black lining cost $10.00.  

 
3.2.2.4 Revised Tube and Objective Support System 

 
Campbell erected a two tower system to support the objective lens and tube on flat ground at the 

1898 eclipse in India.  The two towers were isolated from each other so that any cloth cover 

motion would not affect the objective lens.   Tower materials were obtained on site until 1905.  

Beginning with the 1905 eclipse, the lumber was included in the cargo manifest.  Campbell’s 

double tower system would remain in use until the Camera was retired after the 1923 eclipse.  
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3.2.2.5 Pit Area for the Plate Holder  

 
An excavation area would be provided with suitable drainage.  According to Campbell, “if there 

should be a wind storm, of some violence within a few days before the eclipse, the tent on level 

ground might be blown down and smash the final adjustments.” (Campbell 1889b). 

 
3.2.3  The Camera’s Objective Lenses 

 
3.2.3.1 The Clark and Sons 5 inch Lens of the Observatory Photoheliograph 

 
The Clark and Sons 5 inch aperture lens of 40 feet and 2 inches focal length, from the 

Observatory’s photoheliograph, became the primary objective lens for all except one of the eclipse 

expeditions.  This lens had been especially figured for solar photography.  The photoheliograph 

was originally obtained in 1882 to make measurements of a transit of Venus.   

 
Holden wished to retain the Clark lens at the Observatory so that it could be used for making 

daily records of sun-spot activity.  This project would continue for nearly twelve years and 

produced images that were compared to the images made at other institutions.  The LO 

photoheliograph would also be used to photograph star clusters in order to determine the relative 

position of the member stars (Holden 1892a: 143-144; Holden 1895: 30-31; Osterbrock 1979).   

 
As Holden needed another lens for eclipse work, he commissioned John A. Brashear to make a 

6 inch aperture lens of the same focal length.  

  
3.2.3.2 The Brashear 6 inch Lens  

 
On 14 December 1895, Brashear (1895k) offered, on Dec 14, 1895, to make the lens “… any focal 

length desired.”  Crocker donated the funds for the lens, which was valued at $325.00.  It was first 

delivered in March of 1896.  Yet unknown to the Lick astronomers, problems with the lens were to 

persist through the tenures of four Observatory Directors; Holden, Acting Director Schaeberle, 

Keeler and Campbell. 

 
The lens was a doublet of Hasting’s flint forward − crown back design.  Professor Hastings 

performed all of the lens element curve calculations, as he did for all of Brashear’s lenses.  

According to Brashear (1895a), the Hastings’ configuration was noted for its relative freedom 

from spherical aberration and for better color correction than the crown front – flint back lens 

element arrangement used by other lens makers.  Brashear (1895b) explained that the lens 
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elements were ‘cemented’ with a refined Castor oil between the surfaces, with the elements 

themselves made of ‘good thickness’ to ‘shut off reflections’ – and give a ‘good light value.’ 

 
Upon testing the new lens, it was found too short a focal length.  It was promptly returned to 

Brashear for correction.  Holden (Holden 1896b) had originally ordered the lens to be of 1/10 inch 

accuracy in focal length, “not ½ inch, or 1 inch.”   Brashear (1896a) 17 April, replied back:  

 
According to our measures the objective was a very little short but we had no idea 

that you demanded such an accuracy in focal length … as 1/20,000″ in the versed 

sign of any of the curves will make as great a difference as you indicate in your letter.  

 
Brashear (1896b) repolished the lens elements to the required focal length, returning it to 

Holden on November 1896.  As it turned out, the tape measure that Brashear had originally used to 

measure the focal length was found to be defective. 

 
The lens was retested on the night of 5 August 1897.  Campbell and Bains mounted it 

alongside the 36 inch refractor.  Schaeberle and Campbell looked at the bright star Vega finding 

the star round however, nearly 30 arc seconds to the side, they noted a ghost image.  According to 

Campbell (1897a):  

 
There was a very bright ghost of a shape … (see log book) … I then made the lens so 

loose in its cell that it rattles when shaken: no change produced in the ghost.  Then 

Professor Schaberle came in, we rotated the lens in its cell 60°, reversed the telescope 

to the other side of the pier.  The ghost became stellar and its position angle had 

changed 190° plus 60°.  Apparently all the light that made up the triangular ghost went 

into the stellar ghost, as it was very bright, probably about 5th or 4th magnitude.  It 

would have photographed in a second or two. 

 
On the morning of 9 August, Campbell observed and photographed the star Alpha Cygni.  

Visually, with an eyepiece, Campbell found the image of the ghost to appear as bright as the 

principle image, with its light distributed over a large triangular figure.  He found that the ghost 

was recorded on the plate.  He was adamant that the lens had not been touched and was in perfect 

collimation.  Adjusting the lens collimation produced no change in the appearance or position of 

the ghost.  Campbell (1897a) observed that the “… phenomenon seems to be analogous to double 

refraction …” and finally declared, “The lens is not right, I cannot waste any more time with it, 

and cannot wait to have it returned to Brashear.”  
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Campbell sent the bad news to Brashear on 11 September (Brashear’s 1897a).  Brashear 

thought that the problems were due to unequal separation of the lens elements which would 

produce the ‘triangle’ ghost images.  Brashear suggested to Holden that he dismantle the lens, 

clean the lens surfaces and then put the two nearly identical curved lenses in contact with each 

other.  Brashear (ibid.) stated “We feel so certain that the lenses were worked correctly and that the 

glass is all right ... I beg you to understand we are making no excuse for the lens in any way, shape 

or form.”  

 
Campbell and Schaeberle did as Brashear suggested.  They dismantled the lens, removing the 

three postage stamp shims-spacers.  They placed the lens elements in contact and replaced them 

loose in the lens cell.  The lens was then accurately collimated and then mounted alongside the 36 

inch refractor and pointed at the star, Vega.  Upon viewing Vega, with an eyepiece near the 

photographic focus, the definition was fine with the appearance of complete diffraction rings, but a 

ghost image was still present.  Schaeberle and staff astronomer Wright observed a stellar-like 

ghost that had rather strong wings running out in three directions positioned 100 seconds of arc 

from Vega at position angle 280°.  Next, the lens elements were rotated 90° in the cell and the lens 

aimed at the star Altair.  The ghost was now position angle 280° + 90° or 370° which 

corresponded to 10 seconds of arc.  It had rotated with the lens.  Nearly all the light of the ghost in 

the visual focus fell in an almost stellar image of fifth magnitude or four magnitudes fainter than 

Altair.  Campbell (1897b) stated, “… if the removal of the thickness of postage stamps affected the 

distance of the ghost so greatly, it is hopeless for me to get the principal image and ghost in 

coincidence.”    

 
Campbell (1897b) then made the decision to not take the Brashear lens to the 1898 India 

eclipse. He was greatly disappointed in having to leave the Brashear lens behind as he felt the 6 

inch Brashear lens would show more of the corona than would the Clark lens.   

 
Schaeberle (1897a) had his own idea of the problem with the lens and informed Brashear that,  

 
The trouble seems to be due to the very fact that the two surfaces (inner) have the same 

radius of curvature, so that by double reflection from their practically parallel surfaces 

the reflected rays being parallel to the direct rays (or nearly so) come to a focus in the 

same plane in the the (sic) principle image. 
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Brashear (1897b) replied that the error was mechanical and that it resulted in a lack of 

parallelism in the two lenses.  He stated that the false image must likely be formed by reflection 

from third to second surfaces or from the inner convex to concave.  Brashear suggested another 

test which involved placing thin pieces of paper equidistant between the lens edges and bearing 

points until there was little movement.  Brashear had previously experienced bearing screws 

causing tipping of the lenses, which caused ghost images on other projects. 

 
J.H. McDowell (1898) responding for Brashear, offered another method of cementing the lens 

elements to eliminate strain on the glass.  He wanted 35 to 40 drops of Castor oil to be placed on 

the center of the flint lens.  Excess oil would be squeezed out by just the weight of the crown lens.  

After an hour elapsed the lens cell could be safely replaced without excess oil overflow.  

 
Over the summer of 1898, lens element alignment attempts corrected the stigmatism but failed 

to cancel the ghost images.  The lens would be stored unused until the eclipse of 1918.  

 
3.2.3.3 The Brashear 4 Inch Lens 

 
A second lens was made by Brashear and was taken as a spare on the 1893 eclipse expedition.  

This lens was 4 inches in aperture but still of 40 foot focal length.  Brashear (1891) forwarded his 

and Hastings comments regarding this lens, 

 
Neither Dr. Hastings nor I can see how you will use it, or what use it will be after it is 

made, as it will in practically be identical with pin hole photography and of no value in 

your work. 

 
Maybe Holden got the idea for a 4 inch lens from learning about the Harvard College 

Observatory’s futile attempt to photograph the 1886 eclipse with a lens of the same aperture and 

38½ feet focal length (Baily 1931: 54).  The failure of Winlock of Harvard to secure useful plates 

was no doubt due in part to the extremely slow wet plate photographic process of the period 

coupled with the slow effective photographic speed of the optical system.  

 
3.2.4    Image Sizes of the Observatory’s Photographic Lenses 

 
In practice, the Camera would produce an actual image of the Moon of 4⅝ inches to 4¾ inches in 

diameter.  When first tested in 1892, this was, by far, the largest image scale successfully obtained 

by a transportable eclipse instrument.  
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Table 2, lists the range of cameras that traveled with the Lick Observatory on its eclipse 

expeditions.  These cameras provided images that ranged from narrow to wide field sky coverage, 

with image sizes from 0.1 inch to nearly 4¾ inches. 

 
Photographic Instrument Year 

First 
Used 

   Clear 
Aperture 
 (inches) 

Focal 
Length 
(inches) 

   Focal  
   Ratio 
     (f/) 

  Image Size 
  On Plate 
  (inches) 

Dallmeyer Portrait Lens 
Camera 

1889      6.0     33 5.5  0.30 

Clark Equatorial Refractor 1889 6.5     76        11.7 0.70 
Barnard’s Water Reservoir 
telescope 

1889 2.0     49    24.5 0.45 

Schaeberle’s Newtonian 1889    18.0   150      8.3 1.36 
Schaeberle 40 foot Camera 1893 5.0   482    96.4 4.5+ 
Schaeberle 40 foot Camera  1893 4.0   482  120.5 4.38 
Regular Instantaneous  
Camera 

1898 1⅜     11      7.8 0.10 

Floyd Camera with the  
Willard Lens 

1898 5.0     68    13.6 0.62 

Schaeberle 40 foot Camera 1918 6.0   482    80.3 4.5+ 
Einstein Camera 1922 6.0     72    12.0 0.65 
Einstein Camera 1922 6.0   180    30.3 1.50 

    Table 2  List of  the cameras, year first used, and their basic optical specifications. 

 
3.3 The Schaeberle Camera and the Eclipse Expeditions 

 
Details of the Camera’s setup will be described and depicted in photographs over the period of the 

Observatory’s eclipse expeditions.  Results, from early inspection of the plates, will be 

summarized.  Photographic plate type, sizes, and exposure times are listed in Table 3.  

 
 3.3.1   The 16 April 1893 eclipse at Mina Bronces, Chile 

  
Schaeberle was placed in charge of the expedition by resolution of the University of California’s 

Board of Regents, and was directed to make at least two short exposures with the Camera.  The 

remaining exposure times would be at his discretion (Holden 1892c: 10).  This order would 

eliminate the misunderstandings that factored into the overexposures in December 1889. 
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YR.        SITE 2ND TO 3RD  
CONTACT 
(min.   sec.) 

SUN 
ALT  
(°   ΄) 

PLATE  
TYPE 

PLATE  
SIZE 
(inches) 

EXPOSURES 
 
(seconds) 

1893 Mina Bronces,  
Chile 

   2       51 40±3 Seed 26  18 x 22 ½, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 
24, 1/4 

1896 Akkeshi,  
Japan 

   45±5  18 x 22 Not made due  
to clouds 

1898 Jeur, India    1       59.5 51  14 x 17        
1900 Thomaston, 

Georgia, USA 
   1       30 50±5           

1901 Padang,  
Sumatra 

   6       09 70±5  Seed 27 18 x 22,  
14 x 17, 
  8 x 10  

½. 1, 2, 4, 16,  
40, 150, 4, 25,  
8, 1, 1/2 

1905 
 
 
1905 
 
 
1905 
 

Alhama,  
Spain 
 
Aswan,  
Egypt 
 
Labrador 

   3       45 
   
   
   2       26 
    
    
   2       30 

55 
 
 
24 
 
 
25 44 

Seed 27 
   
   
Seed 27 
 
 
Seed 27 

18 x 22, 
14 x 17 
 
  8 x 22 
14 x 17 
 
18 x 22 
14 x 17 

½, 1, 4, 8, 64, 32, 
24, ¼ 
 
Not made due  
to clouds 

1908 Flint Island,  
Line Islands 

   4       06 73 58 Seed 27       4, 2, 32, 16, 64, 32 

1914 Brovary,  
Imperial Russia 

      14 x 17 Not made due  
to clouds 

1918 Goldendale,  
Washington 
USA 

   1       57.4 45 Seed 30, 
Process  

      
      

1/4, 4, 8, 32, ¼,  
+ 5 not listed 

1922 Wallal,  
Australia 

  5       15.5 58        Range of ¼ to 64  

1923 Ensenada,               
Mexico 

  3       34 58±5  Seed 30, 
Process 

14 x 17 
8 x 10 

Not made due  
to clouds 

  Table 3  Site location, Sun position, and photographic plate and exposure information. 
 

The freight inventory listed Camera parts included fourteen cross pieces for the tube frame, 

triangular frame and support for the 40 foot lens, slide carrier weight, eighteen iron pins, eight 

pasteboard boxes sized 18 x 22 inches, eight sheets of black cardboard, diamond glass cutter, large 

shears, iron slide, cross cut saw, wooden nails, canvas tube, 4 inch aperture 40 foot objective, 5 

inch Clark heliograph lens and three dozen photographic plates.  

 
The Camera’s location required grading to the correct inclination and alignment orientation 

(see Figure 24 and Figure 25).  The upper end of the slope, where the lens tripod would be located, 

was excavated some 2 feet deep into broken rock.  A 3 foot pit was excavated in the broken rock 

landscape for the plate system, and to permit securing of the bottom end of the tube framework.   
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Figure 24   The Camera on its first expedition to Mina Bronces, Chile (Mary Lea Shane Archives). 

 
 

 

Figure 25   The Schaeberle Camera as viewed from the plate-holder tent end.  Also note the Floyd 
camera mounted on top of the 6½ Clark refractor.  It was later removed and mounted on a non-
tracking mount (Mary Lea Shane Archives). 
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Alignment was accomplished with the aid of a sextant and chronometer.  Scaheberle admitted: 

“I confess to having asked myself several times, Will the sun’s image fall centrally upon the 

photographic plate at the critical moment?” (Schaeberle 1895: 41).     

 
The track and plate carriage framework rested on three wooden legs securely fastened to the 

ground with a “… liberal supply of mortar …” and aligned with the track guides parallel to the 

Sun’s motion (Schaeberle 1894d: 291).   

 

The cover frame was oriented normal to the optical axis of the Camera.  Guy wires were 

rigged to the top of all supporting frame posts and anchored firmly to the ground with iron pins.  

The tube canvas was secured by cords to the inside of the tube frame.  A curtain was attached to 

the front end of the Camera to protect the bottom portion of the tube canvas from wind.  

 
The overlapping cover material formed the plate room and was tacked to the wood frame at 

the bottom end.  A light-proof hinged door was provided in the North end of the plate room.  To 

prevent light leakage, a second layer of black cloth was placed over the plate room and lower tube.  

The ground was covered in a plaster ‘barro’ to prevent dust from getting into the air and to provide 

additional rigidity to the lower end of the Camera (Schaeberle 1895: 34, 36-37).  

 
The Clark lens was positioned, with three adjustment screws, on a sliding metal arrangement 

mounted to the Camera’s front wooden tripod.  The lens was arranged very close to the tube 

material, without actual contact, to minimize any stray light leakage into the interior of the tube.  

Another light trap was arranged, by sewing a piece of black fabric, on the front of the tube in front 

of the lens mount leaving a hole for the lens.  A cardboard partition, with an 8 inch diameter hole, 

was placed 1 foot in front of the objective.  This prevented any stray off-axis light from the sky, 

from reaching the lens elements (ibid. 34-35). 

 
The next stage of collimation of the objective lens with the plate holder was completed in three 

segments: 

 
1.   Collimating the plane of the plate-holder was described by Schaeberle (ibid. 35): 

 
“Using a plane mirror at the slide holder, the slide plane was first collimated by 

reflecting the light of a lantern from an observer at the top end back to the observer 

looking down the optical axis and adjusting the plate holder as necessary.”  
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2.   To obtain initial focus, a steel tape measure was run from the inner lens surface to the position 

of the photographic plate front.  This distance was set at 40 feet and 1.2 inches. 

3.   The objective lens was then collimated in the same manner as in the plate-holder by reversing 

the positions of the plane mirror and the observer respectively. 

 
The final alignment of the plate-holder, normal to the true direction of the Sun, was 

accomplished by using an eyepiece at the focal plane to view stellar images.  According to 

Schaeberle (ibid.), “… the inclination of the guides was changed until any given star described the 

same chord across the field of view at the two extreme positions of the slide.”  

 
The rate of release of the cable from the clock mechanism was adjusted in the same manner as 

when tested at Mt. Hamilton. 

 
Schaeberle, alone, operated the camera by changing the plate boxes, removing and replacing 

the box lid for each exposure.  During the longest exposure, Schaeberle stood on a large rock, to 

reach a slot in the canvas, in order to view the total eclipse.  A slot flap, secured by a rubber band, 

was closed while not in use to eliminate stray light.  Schaeberle (1894d: 291-292) commanded the 

start of all the eclipse instruments while viewing the large image present at the plate-holder.  His 

start command at 2nd contact was “Expose” and at 3rd contact “Cover your slides!”  

 
The plates were removed from their sealed containers and loaded into the plate boxes the night 

before the eclipse.  The first plate was started two seconds after 2nd contact and the last plate 

exposed about fifteen seconds after totality had ended (Schaeberle 1895: 38, 42).   

 
Two of the plates were processed the next day and found successful.  Fine detail in the inner 

and middle corona and prominences were recorded.  A comet was also recorded.  Schaeberle   

(1895: 54, 84-86) declared that the results were a verification of his new coronal theory.  

  
3.3.2  The 8 August 1896 Eclipse at Akkeshi, Japan 

 
 Schaeberle traveled to Japan with the Camera.  There it was installed on a suitable hill (see Figure 

26).  The 6 inch Brashear lens had been earmarked to replace the 5 inch Clark lens, but was not 

ready in time.  The eclipse was clouded out with no results to report (Holden 1896c). 
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Figure 26  Hill mounted Camera in Japan, 1896 (Mary Lea Shane Archives). 

 
3.3.3 The 22 January 1898 Eclipse at Jeur, India 

 
Campbell had originally selected a site using contour maps to locate a suitable hill for the Camera.  

A site change to Jeur became necessary due to bubonic plague (Campbell 1898a: 133).   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Figure 27   The Camera with its new two tower support system (Mary Lea Shane Archives). 
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On flat ground, Campbell set forth to build the two towers needed to raise the objective lens 

and tube of the Camera to an altitude of nearly 51°.  He initially lacked materials and skilled labor 

to construct them and figured that he would have to do everything himself that needed accuracy. 

Teak lumber and nails, for the towers, were obtained from the Indian city of Poona, which was 100 

miles away.  Campbell (1898a: 134-135) did the work, himself, erecting the towers after he fired 

the local lead worker.                               

 
  The cover’s diagonal braced wood tower frame measured 12 feet square at the bottom and 

tapered to 14 inches square and inclined at the top, (see Figure 27).  The tube end was held in 

place by iron pins driven into the ground.  The tube was further anchored with a system of 

duplicate wire cables.  A 9 foot rock wall surrounded and anchored the bottom of the tower.  The 

Clark lens was fastened to a plank at the top of its separate pillar tower.   

 
The South, North and East faces of the outer tower were completely covered by a large canvas 

sheet from above the lens to the bottom of the rock wall.  Despite strong winds the optical system 

remained vibration free.  The day before the eclipse, Campbell discovered that an animal had 

bumped into or someone had tampered with the plate guiding tracks and clock mechanism of the 

Camera.  He spent valuable rehearsal time re-adjusting the affected parts.  That night the camp was 

guarded (Campbell 1898a: 136-137). 

 
Volunteers, Captain Fleet and Engineer Garwood, operated the Camera having practiced the 

plate loading, timing the plate exposures, and plate removal procedure many times.  Captain Fleet 

began the 1st exposure at exactly the moment of 2nd contact.  There was a small area arranged for 

the two operators to escape and view the eclipse directly during the longer exposure, but they did 

not leave their stations at the plate holder.  

 
Post eclipse, the plates were processed.  The chemical plate developer formula had to be 

altered to accommodate the extreme range of temperatures from 93° F. in the daytime to a cold 42° 

F. at night.  The plates were considered “… as expected …” (Campbell 1898a: 139). 

 
3.3.4  The 28 May 1900 Eclipse at Thomaston, Georgia, USA 

 
Campbell was in charge of the expedition assisted by staff-member C.D. Perrine.  The Camera was 

erected as in India in 1898 with its two towers made of Pine (see Figure 28).  A pit, for the plate 

holder system, was dug 9 feet into the red clay soil.  A large canvas sheet served as rain protection. 
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Figure 28   The Camera with the lower end extended into a pit (PASP 1900: 175). 

 
The cloudy sky opened just in time for totality and then abruptly closed.  Perrine directed the 

changing of the plates and gave the “Go” signal to the rest of the operators at the exact moment of 

2nd contact.  The quality of the plates was considered ‘satisfactory’ by Campbell.  Visible on the 

plates were: structure within the prominences, a thick chromosphereic stratum, and numerous 

coronal streamers (Campbell and Perrine 1900: 175-181).  Campbell could not detect any 

relationship between the streamers and prominences as had been observed on the 1898 plates.  

 
3.3.5   The 17 May 1901 Eclipse at Padang, Sumatra 

 
The Camera’s towers rose 36 feet high as a pit area could not be dug.  The daily heavy showers 

(over 10 inches in three days) at this tropical location along with soft sand and clay ground 

prevented the digging of the usual 9 foot pit area.  The inner and outer towers were constructed of 

bamboo and covered with a Sun shield and protective wind-break made of thatch.  A ladder, 

provided access to a door that provided access to the objective lens (see Figure 29). 

 
It was thought at first that the water saturated soil allowed vibrations to be easily transmitted 

by surrounding activity especially to the plate holder.  According to Perrine (1901c: 191), “… the 

passage of a light-cart along the street one hundred yards away caused such vibrations that sextant 

observations were impossible.”  This problem seemed to manifest itself in photographic star-trail 
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tests with the camera at night.  Yet, further daytime inspection of solar images, found no vibration 

existed in the Camera.  Perrine surmised, “… these irregularities could only be explained by 

atmospheric disturbances at night.”  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29.  The Camera in 1901 with its thatch covered bamboo towers (Mary Lea 
Shane Archives).  

 
The eclipse occurred under somewhat obscured skies.  R.H. Curtiss and F. Bouman exposed 

twelve plates and obtained good results.  The plates revealed the inner corona and prominences 

well.  Detail in the middle corona was visible in the two longer exposures.  The longest exposure 

revealed the streamers of the eastern equatorial extension to one and a third lunar diameters.  The 

rest was obscured by clouds.  An unusual feature was found in the northeast quadrant.  According 

to Perrine (1901c: 196), it appeared as if, 

 
… clouds of coronal matter were piled up as if by an explosion of the Sun’s surface 

… The disturbed area appeared to have its origin … near a compact prominence, and 

masses of matter are shown radiating from it in almost all directions.  A long thread-

like prominence to the south appears to emanate from this same region.  The whole 
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area resembles the condensations seen in photographs of the Orion and other 

irregular nebulae.  

 
Upon inspecting the plates, Perrine (ibid.; Perrine 1902c: 147-149) was convinced that there is 

a direct connection between the observed occurrence with an eruption on the Sun’s surface.  He 

was convinced that the observed event demonstrated that the corona is directly linked with other 

solar phenomena, which need a concise explanation.  

 
3.3.6  The 30 August 1905 Eclipse at Labrador, Spain, and Aswan, Egypt  

 
The Observatory sent out expeditions to three locations separated several hours apart on the 

eclipse path.  Each party was equipped with a Schaeberle type tower camera.  It was hoped that 

obtaining plates from different sites would yield answers to questions concerning changes in the 

fine detail within the corona over time (Campbell 1904a: 235-236). 

 
Staff astronomer Heber D. Curtis led the eclipse party to Cartwright in Labrador.  A 5 inch 

aperture lens of 41 foot focal length, on loan from Princeton Observatory, was mounted tower 

fashion in the normal manner.  A gale lashed the instrument with strong winds and heavy rain and 

there was concern that the towers would not survive.  The operators were Dr. Joel Stebbins of the 

University of Illinois and Mr. W. Taylor Reed, formerly of Princeton University.  No results were 

obtained due to dense clouds (Curtis 1905: 173-179; Eddy 1971: 13). 

 
 
Figure 30   The 40 
foot replica camera 
on the shore of the 
Nile River at Aswan, 
Egypt (Mary Lea 
Shane Archives).         
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Acting staff astronomer W.J. Hussey led the Aswan, Egypt, contingent and set up camp on the 

Nile River bank (see Figure 30).  Again, the primary goal of the 40 foot camera was to record 

coronal detail for the planned study of coronal structure motion.  With a 5 inch objective lens 

obtained from the United States Naval Observatory, Hussy made the exposures assisted by Mr. 

Dray of Cairo.  The light-covered walls of the tent, covering the plate room, were used to observe 

shadow banding by Mr. Godfrey of Zagazig Ni.  The plates were processed, placed in their 

original boxes and then sealed in a tin box.  No attempt to view or study the plates was made 

before the expedition returned home (Eddy 1971: 13-14; Hussey 1906: 37-45). 

 
The third party, to Alhama in Spain, was coordinated by Campbell with C.D. Perrine acting as 

associate astronomer.  The original Camera was raised to an elevation of 55° (Figure 31).    

 

   

Figure 31  The eclipse station at Alhama, Spain with the original Camera (Mary Lea Shane Archives). 
 

Eclipse day saw thin cloudy skies which overall did not hurt the quality of the plates.  

Campbell and Perrine figured that, “… 20-30 percent of the photographic rays …” reached the 

instruments.  Excellent plates were obtained that revealed coronal streamers that reached out to 
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one solar diameter.  The prominences and coronal features were found to be highly structured.  

According to Campbell and Perrine (1906: 13, 20-23): 

 
The details of the great prominences on the eastern limb, of a few of the smaller 

prominences, of the coronal arches over the prominences, and the coronal structure are 

of great interest.  The streamers were, in general, of substantially equal lengths at all 

points of the solar limb.  Those of more than average lengths seemed not to be 

specially related to the great streamers visible at times of sun-spot minima.  The 

present corona was a “maximum” one. 

 

3.3.7  The 3 January 1908 Eclipse at Flint Island in the South Pacific 

 
The expedition, to the coral atoll 

of Flint Island, was led by 

Campbell.  While considerable 

detail is given for the 

construction of the sleep-huts and 

living areas, little was written 

about the setting up of the 

Camera (Campbell et al. 1908: 3; 

Campbell 1908b: 67-76).  

Lumber for the towers and 

cement for their footings was part 

of the cargo manifest, Figure 32.  

A pit for the plate-holder was dug 

15 inches to reach harder ground.  

Adjustments were made by 

Messrs. Campbell and Albrecht 

under the supervision of 

Campbell. 

 

 

Figure 32  The Camera in the South 
Pacific (Mary Lea Shane Archives). 
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Dr. Albrect, at the plate-holder, signaled the other operators calling “One second before” then 

“Go” at the instance of 2nd contact.  Originally the call was to be “… Forty-eight seconds before 

…” and “… Ninteen seconds before …” at defined intervals, but rain prevented this right up to the 

moments of totality.  A hole in the clouds appeared and the objective lens was quickly uncovered 

just in time for totality.  Six plates were exposed and were considered ‘excellent’ upon 

development (ibid, 71-76).  According to Campbell (1908f), the results from the plates indicated, 

 
The corona was rather remarkable for the great number of long, straight and slender 

streamers extending in all directions.  There was a conspicuous conical pencil of 

radiating streamers, near position angle 75° east of north, whose vertex, if on the sun’s 

surface, would lie within the largest sun-spot group visible on January 3rd. 

 
It appeared to Campbell that many streamers radiated from a common point inside of the 

Sun’s limb at or near the photosphere. 

 
3.3.8  The 20 August 1914 Eclipse at Brovarỳ, Russia 

  

Campbell and Curtis traveled with a large contingent of volunteers.  The eclipse, itself, was not 

visible because of clouds.  With World War I on the horizon, troop activity was present in the local 

area.  The eclipse party needed to leave the area in haste in order to insure their personal safety.  

All of the instruments, including the Camera (Figure 33) were left behind and stored at the 

National Russian Observatory at Pulkowa.  They would not be returned to the Observatory for 

nearly four years (Eddy 1971: 16-17).   

Figure 33    The Camera with additional Sun shading white canvas (Mary Lea Shane Archives). 
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3.3.9   The 8 June 1918 Eclipse at Goldendale, Washington, USA 

 
When it was realized that the instruments would not arrive in time from Russia, substitutes were 

hastily arranged for and prepared in just 90 days (Campbell 1918c: 219).  A 40 foot camera was 

assembled.  Defects forgotten, the Brashear 6 inch aperture lens was placed into service.  It was 

tested by fitting it to the side of the 36 inch refractor and a series of stellar images were made.  The 

definition of the images was found excellent.  The ghost defect (Figure 34) went unnoticed. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34 (Inset)  The Brashear Lens Ghosts (Mary Lea Shane Archives).  

The two thirty-two foot towers were made of 1 x 4 inch lumber obtained at the eclipse site (see 

Figure 35).       

Figure 35   The eclipse site at Goldendale (Mary Lea Shane Archives). 
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Campbell, assisted by Professor S.L. Boothroyd, operated the camera on eclipse day.  

Campbell gave the “Go” command, to the other instrument operators and to start the official 

chronometer, at the moment of 2nd contact.  Campbell was surprised at the number of brilliant 

points of light caused by surface variations on the Moon.  These observations almost caused him 

to delay giving the “Go” command (ibid. 225-227).  

 
Ten plates were exposed with the last one ‘short as possible’ at the moment of 3rd contact.  All 

plates were in excellent focus.  Although the ghosts were visible on the plates (see Figure 17), 

Campbell (ibid. 229) stated “The scientific values of the plates are not reduced in any way and the 

pictorial effect is modified only for the longer exposures”.  The plates revealed “… remarkable 

…” sheaths of streamers, and large prominences covered by hoods of curved streamers. 

 
3.3.10 The 21 September 1922 Eclipse at Wallal, Australia 

 
The goal of the coronal program for the Camera, now home from Russia, was to secure images for 

photometric studies of the brightness of the corona (Campbell 1922c: 125).  Once again, Campbell 

coordinated the expedition’s efforts with staff astronomer Dr. Trumpler assisting.  The towers of 

the Camera were erected in the normal fashion, Figure 36. 

 

Figure 36  Erecting the largest tower of the 40 Foot Camera to support the cover frame                                 
(Mary Lea Shane Archives). 
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A second 40 foot camera was placed on loan to the Adelaide Observatory expedition located 

some 35 minutes down the eclipse path.  It was planned to compare plates made with both cameras 

for coronal structural motion studies (Campbell 1923a: 38, 41). 

 
The Perth eclipse party, under Director Curlewis, determined the exact coordinates of the 

Camera while Campbell oversaw its setup and alignment.  The covered towers (see Figure 37) also 

served as an additional shade cover for the sensitive cameras of the Einstein experiment. 

Figure 37   The white covered Camera and Einstein instrument cover structure. Heat protective brush 
appears scattered in the foreground (Mary Lea Shane Archives). 
 
During the day, the temperatures soared.  Aborigines placed green branches around the 

instruments to hold down ground heat radiation. On eclipse day, the Aborigines sprinkled water 

continuously to cool the surrounding ground area (ibid. 33). 

 
Dr. C.E. Adams, the Government Astronomer of New Zealand, assisted by Mrs. Adams, made 

the exposures with the Camera and again obtained excellent results (Eddy 1971: 18-19).  
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Processing of the plates was difficult because of hot, humid, windy, dusty conditions at the site.  A 

majority of the plates were latter taken to the town of Broome where processing was completed in 

a controlled environment.  The recorded prominences and coronal features were smaller than 

usual.  They were considered faint and simple in structure, not the best, for motion study 

(Campbell 1923a: 33, 38). 

 
3.3.11 The Eclipse of 10 September 1923 at Ensenada, Mexico 

 
This was to be the last time the Observatory would set up the Camera.  Staff astronomer W.H. 

Wright acted as expedition leader.  According to Wright, the stated goal of the coronal 

photography, with the 40 foot Camera, was to continue the “systematic accumulation of 

observation material relating to eclipses of the Sun” (Wright 1923: 279).  As luck would have it, 

this eclipse was clouded out and the expedition returned empty-handed. 

 
The Schaeberle Camera (Figure 38) saw use once more, serving another institution.  It was 

transferred to the University of Michigan to be used under the direction of H.D. Curtis, a former 

employee of the Lick Observatory (Eddy 1971: 20). 

 
 

Figure 38    The 40 foot Camera’s last LO use at the Ensenada camp in Mexico (Mary Lea Shane 
Archives). 
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3.4 Summary 

 
The Schaeberle Camera was not the first large image-scale camera assembled for eclipse 

photography.  Several long-focal length horizontal heliographs had been used before but had failed 

to produce quality results due to a variety of reasons, some of which went beyond the control of 

the observers.  The Camera was first in that it was a direct imaging instrument that could also 

provide diurnal plate-holder movement for the required long exposures needed to bring out the 

fainter coronal detail and to compensate for the relatively slow emulsions available during that 

period time.  It can be seen from the discussion and photographs, the Camera’s different placement 

and orientation requirements often called on the ingenuity of the staff to implement original 

methods to transport, erect and protect the Camera. 

 
As we will see in the next chapter, the Camera is just one instrument in a large array of 

instruments and tons of cargo needed to run a small city enviorment for up to months at a time.  It 

takes highly trained people, willing volunteers, and months of preparation to mount a solar eclipse 

expedition.  Requesting funds from donors, studying long period climatic records, trading services 

and instruments with other instutions, designing new instruments, and modifying existing ones, 

will be discussed next.   
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